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FOREWORD

The Sixth Session of the WMO Executive Comm~tee Inter-governmental PaneJ on the
the First GARP Global Experiment reviewed the status of the planning of the FGGE, MONEX and
WAMEX as set forth in the Implementation/Operations Plan for the Experiments. The Panel
also reviewed the experience gained in developing the data management scheme for FGGE during
the Build-Up Year. Specific actions were recommended to correct the deficiencies experienced in the initial evaluation of the scheme and further testing of the scheme was schedu~ed.
The Panel considered in some detail the launch schedule of the TIROS-N polar
orbiting satellite and studied the possible impacts of a delayed launch of this system,
especially the effect upon the data acquisition from the Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy
System. The Panel arranged for a mechanism to monitor the implementation of these s.ystems
over the critical period of the next few months and developed a plan for decision making in
consultation with members of the Panel and the JOC.
In its review of the overall observing system the Panel again emphasized the
importance of the World Weather Watch surface-based observing system to the Experiment.
The Panel was encouraged by the continued progress in the implementation of the space-based
component of the Basic Observing System and welcomed the announcement that the GOES-Indian
Ocean satellite will be operational on a 24-hour per day basis in support of MONEX as well
as FGGE.
A plan of action, based on the recommendations of JOC, for the coordination
and monitoring of the research programme utilizing the FGGE data was developed by the
Panel.
As will be evident, this Report concentrates on the detailed plans for the
implementation of the FGGE, MONEX AND WAMEX. The recommendations made by the Panel will
greatly facilitate the smooth transition from the Build-Up Year to the Operational Year of
the Experiment. It is gratifying to see the plans for the Experiment progressing so well
toward implementation. The Sixth Session of the Panel demonstrated again the commitment of
Members to the FGGE and its regional experiments, and the continued cooperation demonstrated
during the session augurs well for the success of this unprecedented global undertaking.

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General)

1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

1.1

Opening of the session

Mr. B. Gosset, Chairman of the WMO Executive Committee Inter-governmental
Panel on the FGGE opened the meeting at 10.00 on 26 June 1978 in the WMO Secretariat.
Dr. D.A. Davies, Secretary-General of WMO, welcomed the participants to the Secretariat. 'He particularly greeted the delegation of China which had been invited by
the thirtieth session of the Executive Committee to be a member of the Panel.
1.1.1

1.1.2
The Secretary-General listed recent contributions by Members to the FGGE and
pointed out the important progress made by Members in carrying out the FGGE and its
Regional Experiments. He briefly reviewed the areas in which the EC-XXX recommended
action with respect to the Experiments and noted that the Executive Committee had
thoroughly reviewed the status of the Experiments and taken several constructive
decisions in support of the FGGE, MONEX and WAMEX. The Secretary-General also
reviewed the status of implementation of the Experiments and noted the progress made
in publishing the Implementation/Operations Plan for FGGE and the organization of the
FGGE Operations Centre and the International Managements Centres for MONEX and WAMEX.
He highlighted some of the principal areas of concern including the polar orbiting
satellite system, the upper air observing network in the tropics, and the provision
of personnel to the Regional Experiments Centres.
1.103
Mrs. Marton-Lefevre addressed the Panel on behalf of ICSU and emphasized
that the objective of the operation was the acquisition of a data base for research
purposes. She noted with pleasure that the level of commitments to the FGGE has been
maintained since the planning stage and expressed the concern of ICSU that the data set
be designed and utilized to contribute to the solution of a wide spectrum of scientific
questions including problems directly relating to the second objective of GARP. The
ICSU statement is given in Appendix A.
1.1.4
The Chairman in turn also greeted the delegation of China and welcomed them
as a new member of the Panel. Mr. Gosset then reviewed the main topics covered during
the last (vth) session of the Panel and briefly introduced the areas of special concern
for the present session.

1.1.5
The representative of China acknowledged the greetings of the SecretaryGeneral and the Chairman of the Panel. He stated the Chinese stand of principle on
the Chinese participation in the FGGE and expressed the willingness of China to make
due contribution to the Experiment.
1.1.6

The list of participants is given in Appendix Bo
Approval of the agenda

The provisional agenda was adopted, as given in Appendix C. The representative of Norway provided an additional document regarding the post-FGGE processing of
drifting buoy data which would be considered under agenda item 4.8.
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1.3

Programme of work of the session

1.3.1
The Panel agreed to briefly cover all agenda items and documents in a summary
fashion during plenary in order to highlight the specific items that reQuired further
action. Following that the meeting was organized into two ad-hoc working groups to
consider and report to the plenary on the following major topics:
Working Group
A

Agenda item - topic
Item

4 - FGGE Implementation/Operations and

Item 5 - FGGE Oceanographic Programme
B

Item 6 - Regional Experiments.

1.3.2
The meeting considered that the ad-hoc working groups could further assign
drafting groups to prepare texts for various sub-topics. The meetings of the ad hoc
working groups were arranged in such a way that no overlap in meeting times was
scheduled.
1.3.3
A scientific lecture entitled Wind Shear in a Monsoon Depression by
Dr. C.R.V. Raman was scheduled for 28 June at 14.00.
2.

REVIEW OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE JOINT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

The Panel was informed of actions taken by the JOC and its Board for the
FGGE on matters relating to the Experiment. JOC-XIV was held in Mexico City from
13 to 19 April 1978 and the Panel was provided with extracts from the report of that
meeting.

3.

REVIEW OF DECISIONS TAKEN BY WMO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE XXX

The Panel was informed of the decisions regarding the FGGE that were taken
by the WMO Executive Committee at its thirtieth session. The Panel noted the items
and decided to treat matters raised under the appropriate agenda item. Extracts from
the draft Abridged Report of the XXXth session of the WMO Executive Committee were
provided to the Panel.

4.

FGGE IMPLEMENTATION/OPERATIONS

The Panel was presented with the first four volumes of the Implementation/
Operations Plan for the FGGE. Volume 5 Part D (Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoys)
and Volume 5 Part E (Aircraft Integrated Data System) were also available in final
form but without covers. The Panel was informed of the distribution schedule for
the remaining volumes offue Plan.

- 3 TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF COMMITMENTS TO THE EXPERIMENT

REQUIREMENTS

COMMITMENTS

COMMENT

GEOSTATIONARY
SATELLITES

5

5

See para. 4.3.4

POLAR ORBITING
SATELLITES

4

4

See paras. 4.3.7-

FGGE SYSTEM

SURFACE BASED
OBSERVING SYSTEM

WWW NETWORK

See Table 4.3.1

TROPICAL WIND
OBSERVING SHIPS

50 ships in
each SOP

41 ships in

AIRCRAFT DROPWINDSONDE

5 tracks per
day

6 tracks per
day

TROPICAL CONSTANT
LEVEL BALLOON

300 balloons

320 balloons

DRIFTING BUOYS

300 buoys

300 buoys

AIRCRA.FT INTEGRATED
DATA SYSTEM

4.1

each SOP

4.3.9

Placement of two
additional upperair systems on
Islands or ships
is planned (See
para. 4. 5 .1) .
Extra track is to
compensate for
ship distribution

Possibly 320 buoys
will be deployed

81 aircraft

FGGE Operational Direction

The Panel was informed of the current status of the FGGE Operations Centre
including personnel, facilities and the development of plans for communications with
the various components of the Composite Observing System and the elements of the Data
Management Scheme (see Appendix D, Part A). The Panel concurred with the various
plans and schedules submitted. The Panel also endorsed the concept that monthly
summaries and status reports on the FGGE observational programme and the Data management be prepared and distributed by letter to the various FGGE and Regional Experiments
Centres, to the members of the Panel and to the JOC and its Board for the FGGE (see
Appendix D - Part B).

- 4 The FGGE Data Management
The Panel noted the establishment of the Working Group on the FGGE Data
Management and reviewed the report of the first session of the Inter-governmental
Panel's Working Group on the FGGE Data Management (12 to 16 June 1978, Shinfield Park,
U.K.). The Panel's views regarding status of operation of the Data Management Scheme
and plans for future activity including further evaluation and tests of the scheme
are given in the subsequent paragraphs.

4.2.1
The Panel noted that the FGGE data collection and processing began on
1 January 1978. The WMCs started to produce the Level II~a and Level III-a data sets,
and some of them commenced delivery of Level II-a data inventories and Level I11-a
data tapes to the WDCs. Some Level I1-b centres involved in the surface-based and
operational satellite data collection began routine production of their data sub-sets.
4.2.2
The Panel was informed, however, that there were some serious obstacles to
the timely preparation of the Level 11-b data set for the first three to five months
of 1978 and that the planned production of the FGGE Level 11-b data set (initial delivery of January tapes to the WDCs scheduled for July 1978) would have to be delayed.
The Working Group on the FGGE Data Management developed and submitted to the Panel a
contingency plan which is based on the offer by the area sub-centres and the Level
11-b Data Centres to make every effort to produce Level 11-b data tapes for the first
three to five months, as time permits, in parallel with the scheduled production of
current data.
4.2.3
The Panel regarded the situation as very serious and felt that production
of the Level 11-b data set for the first half of 1978 should be considered as a matter
of primary importance and an urgent task for the data management centres involved. The
Panel recognized that many research studies will use data for both Euild-up and Operational Years, and a demand for the FGGE data in some countries is already considerable.
Therefore, while the Panel endorsed the plan for re-processing the Level 11-b data for
January-May 1978, it urged the centres involved to accomplish the re-processing task
as soon as possible. The Panel felt that, although no specific deadline could be
established at the present time, it is essential to finish the re-processing not later
than the beginning of the FGGE Operational Year.
4.2.4
The Panel was also informed that the area sub-centre in Japan will begin
routine production of their Level 11-b data sub-set not earlier than December 1978
and endorsed a contingency plan to provide for data collection from the area of responsibility of the area sub-centre in Japan during the FGGE Euild-up Year. The Plan
is based on the offers made by the Space-based and Special Observing System Data
Centre, the Surface-based Data Centre and the U.S.A. area sub-centre.
4.2.5
The Panel noted that there are still discrepancies between FGGE station
lists for surface and upper-air data at different centres (see the Report of the
Fifth Session of the Panel, GARP Special Report No. 26, paragraph 6.3.13). The Panel
was informed that at the first session of the Working Group on FGGE Data Management
it was agreed that by 1 August 1978 each area sub-centre will produce an up-tO-date
list of surface and upper-air observing stations for its area of responsibility and
will deliver this list in August 1978 to the Level 11-b Data Centres and the FGGE
Operations Centre. Changes to these lists will be sent when they become effective.
The Panel endorsed the procedure suggested by the working group.

- 54.2.6
The Panel was informed of difficulties that the U.K. area sub-centre has
experienced in obtaining deliveries of delayed data, particularly from Region I.
The U.K. area sub-centre has agreed to provide the WMO Secretariat with information on
the status of late data deliveries by 1 August 1978. The WMO Secretariat will then
take appropriate action to contact the weather services involved and to arrange for
the required late data deliveries.
4.2.7
The Panel was also informed of apparent difficulties with the exchange of
all available upper-air data from northern and central Europe. These difficulties
showed up in data receipt statistics prepared by the area sub-centre at Bracknell.
However, a preliminary study of information available at the WMO Secretariat from the
WWW monitoring programme indicates that the problem is not only with the operation of
the GTS in Europe. The Panel was further informed that the WMO Secretariat is carrying
out a more complete monitoring effort during the period 1 to 15 June 1978 with the
co-operation of the RMC Bracknell. Results of this monitoring will be used to locate
the source of the problem and to inform the Member or Members concerned so that they
may take appropriate action to correct the difficulties.
4.2.8
It was suggested to the Panel that the Level II-b surface-based data set
could be made more complete and produced on a more reliable basis if the Level II-b
data centres would have at their disposal the Level II-a data set operationally available at a WMC or at an RMC. The Panel concluded that this indeed would be useful and
recommended the following procedure to support the Level II-b surface-based data
collection by the Level II-a data set:
(i)

WMCs or large RMCs (still to be identified) provide their Level
II-a surface-based data set(s) in the international data exchange
format to either the Level II-b Surface-based Data Centre or the
Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing System Data pentre;

(ii)

the Level II-b Centre which will receive the Level II-a data set
will merge it with the Level II-b data set and eliminate duplicates.

It was recommended that the Level II-b Centres in the U.S.S.R. and Sweden consider on
a two-side basis who will undertake a task of receiving the Level II-a data set and
merging it with the Level II-b seta It was understood that this procedure would not
interfere with or modify already established Level II-b data flow.

4.2.9
The Panel endorsed the recommendations made by the Working Group on the
FGGE Data Management (see Appendix E). The Panel noted that these recommendations
respond to the need for more quantitative control information, especially for
Level III producers who plan to use optimum interpolation analysis schemes.
4.2.10
The Panel was informed of suggested modifications to the formats for the
international exchange of Level 11 data and of the decision of the President of CBS
to approve these modifications. The new version of the formats will be distributed
to the participants not later than 15 August 1978 and will be used by all data producers beginning with data sets for the synoptic hour 00 GMT, 1 October 1978. The
Panel, however, shared the opinion of the Working Group on Data Management and of
the President of the CBS that no more changes to Level 11 formats should be admitted
except if obvious errors are discovered.
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4.2.11
The Panel noted that the plans for the Level III-b data quality control
are still general and more details of these plans should be obtained from the Level
III-b data producers. The Panel agreed that further guidance from the JOC and its
Working Group on Numerical Experimentation should be requested to develop detailed
Level III quality control procedures and exchange of the quality control information.
4.2.12
The Panel was informed that the ECMWF and the GFDL plan to produce sets of
selected analysis maps for possible distribution. The Panel endorsed the recommendation of the Working Group on the FGGE Data Management that maps of observations should
be produced by at least one Level III-b data producer.

4.2.13
The Panel was informed of the results of the evaluation of the delayed data
flow during the FGGE Build-up Year. The Panel noted that these results show some basic
deficiencies in the delayed data flow, i.e. numerous errors in formats and non-adherence
to the approved system of acknowledgement of tape receipt. Therefore the Panel stressed
that:
(i)

Data producers should take immediate action to correct all format
errors.

(ii)

Data centres should strictly follow the agreed upon acknowledgement
procedure.

4.2.14
The Panel agreed that there is a need for a second evaluation of the delayed
data flow which should be carried out during the FGGE Build-up Year. This need is
motivated by:
(i)

the large number of errors and deficiencies, which were detected
during the first evaluation;

(ii)

the large number of interfaces in the Level II-b Data Management
Scheme, which have not yet been tested.

The Panel approved the second evaluation of the delayed data flow during the FGGE
Build-up Year (plan for the evaluation is given in Appendix F).

4.2.15
The Panel was informed of the planned participation by Member countries
in the end-to-end tests at the beginning of the FGGE Special Observing Periods. A
revised plan for these tests prepared by the Working Group on the FGGE Data Management
was submitted to the Panel.
4.2.16
In this plan, the primary emphasis is made on testing the management of
data from the new satellite systems and the special observing systems, the complete
end-to-end testing of the performance of the area sub-centres being performed by the
evaluation of delayed data flow (see paragraphs 4.2.3 to 4.2.4). The Panel approved
the plan (see Appendix G).
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4.2.17
The Panel noted that at the XIV session of the JOC it was suggested that
Level I data collected by the Special Observing System be saved for a period of five
years whenever possible. The Panel was informed that the following data producers
have plans to preserve their original (Level I) data:
(i)

TWOS Navaid Centre;

(ii)

Aircraft Dropwindsonde Data Centre;

(iii)

U.S.A. satellite data producers;

(iv)

ESA satellite data producer.

4.2.18
The Panel was also informed that, at the present time, the Japanese satellite
Level I data are planned to be retained for a one-year period, but that the request
for five-year retainment will be considered.
4.2.19
With respect to the tropical constant-level balloon and drifting buoy
Level I data, the Panel recommended that plans be developed to preserve these data,
but felt that the contents of the Level I data set could be best identified by the
data producers involved. The Panel took note of the intention of these data producers
to consider this matter.
4.2.20
The Panel noted with satisfaction that as a follow-up of the recommendations
made by the previous session of the Panel (see GARP Special Report No. 26, paragraphs
6.3.16 to 6.3.19) the JOC submitted the Level II-c data management plan containing
specifications of data required, scientific justification of their collection and proposal for the data flow scheme (see Appendix H). The Panel, in general, adopted this
plan and endorsed the JOC view that the FGGE Operational Year was an unprecedented
opportunity to assemble additional data which, together with the Level II-b and Level
III-b data sets would be used to accelerate climatic research. In this connexion, the
Panel felt that the experience gained during the Level II-c data collection during
FGGE would represent a valuable input to the further planning and implementation of
the World Climate Programme, especially to the development of the Climate Data and
Applications component of the Programme.
4.2.21
When discussing the plan submitted by JOC, the Panel noted that the JOC
identified several possible sources of the Level II-c data. However, the Panel
recognized that certain data centres should still be found to process and merge data
received from different sources, since the WDCs will only serve as repositories of
data and not as data processors.
4.2.22
The Panel was pleased to note that some Members were already now prepared
to offer substantial contributions to the planned Level II-c data management scheme.
In particular, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. agreed to provide the co-operation of the
WDC-A and WDC-B in the Level II-c plan. Further, the Panel was informed that the
U.S.A. would provide Level II-c data, in particular from satellites (more specific
statement of the U.S~ contribution could not be made 1L~til more details regarding the
Level II-c data. flow had been obtained). The U.S.S.R. offered to establish a centre
to collect. and merge the Level II-c ozone and surface radiation data.
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4.2.23
The U.S.A.'I'Till provide an active catalogue of ooeanographic data and oceanographic data sets oonsistent with the recommendations of tjhe JOC. It was noted that
the above U.S.A. oceanographic 11-0 effort will be accomplished within the existing
framework for data collection, exchange, and archiving as estabJ.i~hed by IOC's Working
Committee for International Oceanographic Data Exohange (WC/lODE) and the Joint IOCjWMO
Working Committee for the Integrated Global Ocean Station System (WG/IGOSS). To facilitate preparations for this activity, the Panel requested the IOC and WMO Secretariats
at an early date to encourage Members to alert their national oceanographic data centres
of the importance of this activity, and to co-operate to the fullest extent possible.
4.2.24
The Panel wished to emphasize that, in the light of these offers, special
attention should be devoted to further development of the plans to collect Level II-c
surface-based data, in particular precipitation and snow coverage and depth. Collection of these data will constitute a major international effort and should be co-ordinated in consultation with appropriate international bodies such as the WMO Commission
for Basic Systems (CBS).
4.2.25
The Panel recommended that the WMO Secretariat elaborate on the proposed
Level II-c data collection plan with a view to providing a more detailed version of
it o The following guidelines for this work were established:
(i)

due account should be taken of relevant data already contained in
the FGGE data sets;

(ii)

current international exchange programmes and on-going efforts of
the WMO Technical Commissions and Regional Associations should be
taken into consideration;

(iii)

standardization of the data quality control procedures and formatting methods should be pursued to a maximum possible extent;

(iv)

provision should be made for co-ordinating activities of the various
data centres to be included in the data flow scheme.

4.2.26
The Panel recommended that national contributions to the Level II-c data
management scheme should be sought by the WMO Secretariat.
4.3

Basic Observing System

The Panel was informed of the status of implementation of the Basic
Observing System. The Panel noted that Volume 4 of the Implementation/Operations
Plan will be updated with supplements from time to time. Details of changes based
on information recently available in the Secretariat was presented to the Panel.

4.3.1
The Panel noted the detailed information provided to the session updating
Appendix A.4 of the Implementation/Operations Plan - The World Weather Watch in FGGE from which table 4.3.10 summarizing the foreseen implementation of upper-air stations
for the FGGE within 20 N - 20 0 S was drawn up.
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4.3.2
The Panel further noted that the above-mentioned information showed the
observing programme most likely to be carried out by WWW surface-based upper-air
observing stations (radiosonde/radiowind) within late 20 0N and 20 0 S during FGGE. It
expressed its appreciation for the efforts of Members concerned with the operation of
these upper-air stations and was grateful to note the substantial support from donor
Members and from VAP for the provision of the assistance required for the regular
operation of these stations during the Experiment. The action taken by the SecretaryGeneral in co-ordinating these efforts and in assisting Members in the implementation
of the required upper-air observations was fully appreciated. However, realizing that
a number of plans for the implementation of these observations are not yet confirmed,
the Panel expressed its concern that the performance of the conventional upper-air
network might not be adequate to achieve the aims of the Global Experiment. It was of
the opinion that Members concerned should be encouraged to admit their difficulties so
that unwarranted expectations can be avoided and the Secretary-General can continue
and increase his efforts in assisting in this matter.
4.3.3
The Panel noted the actions underway by the Secretariat to arrange for an
upper air system for Socotra Island. The Panel emphasized the importance of this
station to MONEX and to FGGE and urged the Secretariat and the Members involved to do
all they could to facilitate the installation of this upper air system.

(i)

Q.e.Q.slali.Q.n~q .§.alell.it~s

4.3.4
The European Space Agency (ESA), Japan and the U.S.A. presented status
reports of their respective geostationary satellite systems (Appendices I, J and K
respectively). The Panel noted with pleasure the ESA/USA plan for 24-hour operation
of the GOES-Indian Ocean system. The announcement that the U.S.A. has successfully
launched the GOES-3 satellite was welcomed by the meeting. The successful operation
of this system is necessary to provide a full flexibility in the operation of the
Indian Ocean component of the FGGE Geostationary Satellite network (See Report of the
Fifth Session of the WMO Executive Inter-governmental Panel, GARP Special Report No. 26).

- 10 4.3.5
The recommendation of the JOG that the horizontal resolution of winds
derived from geostationary satellites should be increased wherever possible to a
spacing of 250 km and that the number of observations per day be increased to four
was discussed by the Panel (see Report of JOG-XIV). The Panel was also informed that
the JOG recommended that if both this resolution and frequency could not be accomplished,
then priority should be given to increased horizontal resolution. The representative
of Japan reported that the increased spatial resolution of winds from GMS may be
possible and this is currently under study. The representative of ESA confirmed that
the METEOSAT system will provide increased density of winds. Increased frequency to
four per day is, however, probably not possible for both the Meteosat and GMS. The
status report of the U.S.A. (Appendix K) reflects the plans for GOES-East, GOES-West
and GOES-Indian Ocean which satisfy the recommendation for spatial resolution.
4.3.6
The current status of the Operational Plans of ESA for support of MONEX
requirements from the GOES-Indian Ocean satellite is given in paragraph 6.2.7.

4.3.7
The U.S.S.R. reported that the Meteor polar-orbiting satellites are currently in orbit. The satellites will provide visible and IR imagery. The satellites
will also have experimental instrumentation to determine temperature-water vapour
profiles and sea-surface temperatures. It is the hope of the U.S.S.R. that these
experiments will prove to be successful and that, if so, the data will be provided to
the FGGE archive.
The U.S.A. announced the launch of the Seasat-A satellite on 26 June 1978.
4.3.9
The Panel was informed of the latest status offue TIROS-N satellite programme (Appendix K). Based on the current schedule, TIROS-N will not be launched
before 1 September 1978, and the second satellite in the series (NOAA-A) will follow
after about 10 weeks. Following the l~unches an additional period of time is necessary to check the satellite systems and to activate and test the ground processing
systems before a fully operational status is achieved.
4.3.10
The Panel considered the impact of the revised schedule on the plans for
the FGGE, and concluded that the principal impact is on the Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy Programme. The short time between the availability of the satellite data
collection system (Argos) and the scheduled deployment of the buoys provides very little
margin for testing and verifying the performance of the buoy/satellite system on an
end-to-end basis. Further details on the revised schedule of buoy operations are given
in Section 4.8.
4.3.11
Representatives of Service Argos, the French organization responsible for
processing data from the buoy and tropical constant level balloons systems, informed
the Panel about the expected schedule and performance level of the Argos system after
launch of the satellites. The diagram in Figure 4.3.2 summarizes the estimated evolution of the capability to process data from buoys and balloons. The currently
planned schedule of satellite checking after launch permits the initiation of Argos
processing about one month after the launch of TIROS-N. The representative of the
U.S.A. reported that efforts are underway to rearrange the satellite test schedule
to allow at least limited Argos operations as soon as possible after launch, i.e. in
advance of 1 month after the launch. The Panel noted that according to these estimates, it should be possible by the time of SOP-I to process 90% of the buoy and
.
balloon data collected by TIROS-N if a 1 September launch can be achieved. In view
of the various schedule uncertainties, the Panel urged the Members concerned to take
all possible actions to accelerate this schedule.

FIGURE 4.3.2

EXPECTED ARGOS SYSTEM PROCESSING CAPABILITY BUILD-UP VERSUS
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- 12 4.4

Tropical Wind Observing Ships

The Panel reviewed the current status of the Tropical Wind Observing Ships
(TWOS) and was pleased by the announcement of increased ships participation by Brazil,
China, India and the U.S.S.R. See section 4.4.4 for a summary of the TWOS status.
At a more detailed level, it was noted that there remain many instances in which TWOS
are less than perfectly disposed for FGGE wind sounding, particularly where groups of
vessels, up to six in number, are clustered quite near one ano~her, or where vessels
are located sufficiently near land-based sounding stations that neighbouring measurements would not be independent. Correspondingly there are many areas which remain
entirely uncovered. This situation does not conform with JOC/FGGE guidelines which
set uniform tropical wind sounding coverage as a top priority. The problem· is to
design national plans that are scientifically sensible in their own right, and that
also mesh smoothly within the international scheme for global wind sounding coverage.
The Panel recognized that this problem could be resolved by the national planners,
c'and only by the national planners, through mutual discussions, co-operation, colla:~bQxation, and co-ordination with the assistance of the FGGE Operations Centre.
In
.. order to do so, it will be absolutely essential that each ship operator be prOVided
with detailed operational information for each and every TWOS, including statements
of specific scientific objectives and planned measurement programmes (see section
4.4.2). In proposing corrective actions, planners should keep in mind that some TWOS
are devoted primarily to FGGE wind sounding, and therefore operators may have significant freedom, within logistical constraints, to choose working sites. Other TWOS will
do wind sounding only as a secondary activity, with for example oceanography or com~
merce as a primary activity (see table 4.4.4). For these vessels, operating positions,
some of which have been set for more than a year, were determined only after considerable co-ordination and conciliation amongst various governmental and scientific agencies at the national level. The additional complication of the combined coverage at
the international level may not have been adequately considered. Thus, to satisfy all
reqUirements, national and international, considerable collaboration will be necessary
by national planners. Efforts must be made to determine whether some selected vessels
might be able to perform measurements for others, thus freeing 'the latter to do wind
sounding in areas now sparsely covered, and to perform other measurements ip return.
It appears therefore that another level of planning refinement will be required in
order that optimum international, as well as national programmes may be designed. The
Panel recommended that the Secretariat, with the assistance of SCOR WG 47 if necessary,
initiate a new round of correspondence with selected operators to point out the problems and propose acceptable solutions, with the idea that this mutual correspondence
would be continued amongst the national participants until the best possible wind
sounding coverage in the tropical regions has been achieved. The Panel urged Members
to co-operate fully with the FGGE Operations Centre and other Members in resolving this
matter.

4.4.1

The Panel regarded the TWOS scheduling problems as sufficiently important
to warrant inclusion of a brief summary of the specific problem areas in the body of
the report of the meeting, with the purpose of calling the attention of all national
ship operators to the international problems, and with the hope that corrective actions
will be undertaken. If revisions of ship operations plans are made, they should be
well co-ordinated with ~lans of other vessels in the area.

- 13 SOP-I/Atlantic Ocean (see figure 4.4.4.1)
j

There is a closely-packed cluster of five ships near 23°W, and inadequately
covered areas at 100W and 0 to 5oE. At 23 0W the FRG (15)*, SU (33), and US (49) ships
are tied to oceanographic programmes,** and are therefore relatively inflexible. The
French ship (11), which is dedicated primarily to wind sounding, should be requested
to study the possiblity of moving to about 12 0 W. This could make the overall distribution of upper-air soundings more uniform, if an adjustment would then be possible in
the location of the above 3 ships. If a satisfactory collaboration can be arranged,
perhaps one of these vessels could be freed from its present position, and moved to
lSoW, or possibly even further to the east. If it would help the Soviet ship (32),
the Spanish ship (29) which is devoted primarily to wind sounding might be asked to
move slightly toward the west, keeping in mind that increased steaming time from Las
Palmas and to the African coast for resupply would mean time lost from wind sounding
work.
SOP-I!Indian Ocean (see figure 4.4.4.2)
Three ships are clustered in the South China Sea. There is justification
for only one from a FGGE wind sounding point of view. A more widely-spaced distribution of the vessels in the Indian Ocean would be preferred if at all possible.
The United States noted their willingness to adjust dropsonde aircraft
tracks to the west or in any other direction, on a daily basis if necessary, to optimize the collective coverage. Indeed the U.S.A. operators could respond with adjustments in flight tracks on an advanced notice as short as 24 hours before flight time.
SOP-I!Pacific Ocean (see figure 4.4.4.3)
The Australian vessel (2), and the Soviet vessel (36) overlap considerably.
However, the plotted Australian position is unconfirmed. Australia may prefer to work
from 1600 to 165°E and within 50 north or south of the equator. In this case, a conflict might arise with the Chinese vessel (S).
There is a possibility of establishing a land-based wind sounding station
at Manus Island (147°E, 2 0 S) during SOP's. If this were to be done, the general area
of vessels (2) and (36) would become even further congested. Operators are requested
to review their positions accordingly.
The Soviet vessel (35) is overlapping the .land station on Woleai Atoll.
This station has been specially implemented for the FGGE, and as there are a very
limited number of equatorial islamm logistically suitable for land-based operations,
the operators of vessel (35) are requested to review this decision.
There is a possibility of establishing a land-based station on Narau
Island. If this were to be done, the French vessel (13) would have to be requested
to consider a slight re~ositioning either to the south or south west. In making such
a request, it must be borne in mind that she is a small vessel of limited endurance.
*

Identification numbers refer to the figures and table of section 4.4.4.

** See, for example, the SCOR Working Group 47 Chairman~s reports, or Volume 5A of
the FGGE Implementation/Operations Plan for descriptions of these programmes.

- 14 The very sparse coverage in the central Pacific from 140 0 W to 175°E was
noted. Any possiblity of additional contributions leading to increased wind sounding
coverage in that region would be most welcome. Once again, it should be said that the
US dropwindsonde aircraft tracks could be totally redesigned (Within the limitations
of total aircraft range and home bases in Hawaii and Acapulco) in order to complement
the ship distribution as best as possible.
.
SOP-II/Atlantic Ocean (see figure 4.4.4.4)
The problems here are similar to those in SOP-I, with a smaller cluster
at 23 0 W, and an even greater open region east of 20 oN.
It should be noted that there are significant deficiencies in the WAMEX
region.
SOP-II/lndian Ocean (see figure 4.4.4.5)
There is a cluster of vessels to the west in the Somali Current zone and
also west of the southern tip of India in a later period of SOP-II, and a general lack
of vessels in the central and eastern regions of the Indian ocean.
A more widely spread ship distribution is recommended from the FGGE wind
sounding viewpoint, and should be considered by the operators concerned, with adjusted
aircraft tracks to fill in the gaps.
SOP-II/Pacific Ocean (see figure ~~~6)
Problems are similar to those in SOP-I. Here, the Soviet vessel (36) and
the Japanese vessel (23) at 1400 E overlap completely. Both will conduct oceanographic
programmes.* The conflict between Soviet vessel (35) and Woleai Atoll remains, as does
the sparse coverage between 175°E and 135°W (a region wide than the entire tropical
Atlantic). Operators are requested to consider suitable remedies.
* See, for example, the SCOR Working Group 47 Chairman's Report, or Volume 5A of the
FGGE Implementation/Operations Plan for descriptions of these programmes.

4.4.2
Day-to-day operations schedules including port calls for all TWOS throughout SOP.'s continue to be required both for Navaid installation/removal scheduling and
for adequate planning of an effective composite TWOS wind sounding system. The schedules are required by both the FGGE Operations Centre and the operators themselves who
will endeavour to devise national programmes which minimize potential conflicts at the
global level (see Section 4.4.1). These needs become more and more acute as the
Operational Year approaches. Members are strongly urged to provide these materials
to the FGGE Operations Centre for dissemination, and to update them immediately if
operations plans are changed. Descriptions of scientific objectives and planned
measurement programmes, as well as information t.o facilitate communication and co-ordination are also required.
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4.4.3
Members planning to operate FGGE and regional experiment ships in waters
under national jurisdiction are reminded by the Panel that applications for permission
to conduct such work normally require a six-month lead time. This suggests a 5 July
deadline for SOP-I applications. Members should submit applications through the
channels they normally use for this purpose. The FGGE Operations Centre will provide
upon request a general letter to be included with applications explaining the FGGE
and its Regional Experiments, its benefits and international nature, noting that
applications to work in territorial waters may be forthcoming, explaining the method
devised by the FGGE Operations Centre to validate such applications and facilitate
their processing and asking recipients to co-operate. If operators' applications are
copied to the FGGE Operations Centre and/or to the IOC, then they in turn will write
specific letters of support on a case-for-case basis verifying that the vessels in
question are bona fide FGGE ships and requesting rapid approval. As a further measure,
it is planned that the Secretary-General will write to the foreign ministers of selected
Members asking that they give special consideration and rapid treatment to applications
for clearance to conduct FGGE work.
Status of TWOS Commitments
4.4.4
TWOS commitments, as of 30 June 1978, are summarized in Tables 4.4.4.1
and 4.4.4.2, and Figures 4.4.4.1 to 4.4.4.6. Table 4.4.4.1 includes the recently
announced commitments of ships from Canada, China and the increased commitment from
the U.S.S.R. On the other hand, recent informal information from several potential
ship operators has lead the FGGE Operations Centre to delete from the list several
vessels, previously carried as tentative or probable commitments (see comments in
Table 4.4.4.2). Several of the operators mentioned in Tables 4.4.4.1 and 4.4.4.2
have not yet announced the final availability or non-availability of their ships.
4.4.5
Figures 4.4.4.1 to 4.4.4.6 are examples of periods of "best" wind sounding
coverage. They represent two-week averages during the intensive periods of both SOPs.
Coverage before and after the intensive periods is degraded in a non-uniform way from
ocean to ocean. See Volume 5A, TWOS and Other FGGE Ship Operations, for additional
information on this topic.
4.4.6
The wind-sounding coverage in the world's tropical regions throughout both
SOPs derived from observations by:
(i)

Tropical Wind Observing Ships (TWOS) which have been firmly or
probably committed;

(ii)

land-based stations of the World Weather Watch including those
which will be specially upgraded for the FGGE; and

(iii)

dropwindsonde aircraft.

These are depicted in figures 4.4.4.1 to 4.4.4.6 below using the following conventions:
(i)

Surface-based wind-sounding stations are indicated by a circle,
centred on the station itself. This size of the circle indicates
whether the station is in an active or inactive zone. A smaller
circle suggests the active zone, a larger circle the inactive zone
according to basic FGGE definitions (FGGE Implementation/Operations
Plan, Volume 1, page 5). The smaller circles are roughly 350 km in
diameter, the larger, roughly 500 km in diameter.

- 16 (ii)

A blackened circle in the tropical zone means a WWW station that
is confirmed to take two wind soundings per day during SOPs.
Outside the tropical zone, a blackened circle means at least one
wind sounding per day.

(iii)

A shaded circle in the tropical zone means a WWW station that is
confirmed to take one sounding per day during SOPs, and mayor
may not plan to take a second sounding daily.

(iv)

A hollow circle means a WWW station that is planning, but is not
now confirmed, to take one or more soundings per day during SOPs.

(v)

A hollow circle with symbols within means a TWOS. All TWOS will
take two soundings per day in the tropical zone. ~he numbers in
the centre of each circle are keyed to the identification numbers
in ~able 4.4.4.1. ~he letters in the centre are abbreviations for
Members' names, for example, AU = Australia, BR = Brazil, CA =
Canada, etc. Numbers at the top (bottom) of a circle indicate the'
dates on which the ship is expected to arrive at (depart from) its
wind-sounding station during the time of applicability of the map.
Of course, we assume all TWOS will also take wind soundings while
steaming to and from work stations, while in the tropical zone
lOoS to lOoN. TWOS which are expected to move about between wind
soundings have heavy black lines attached to them indicating either
their work area or trackline, whichever is ~pplicable.

(v~)

If an explanatory note is required for any given TWOS, a number key
for the note is given at the bottom of the chart. ~he notes themselves are listed in ~able 4.4.4.3 below.

(vii)

Possible dropwindsonde aircraft tracks are shown as stippled trackr
lines. ~hese tracks may be adjusted to optimize the combined TWOS
dropwindsonde coverage.

TABLE 4.4.4.1:

TROPICAL WIND OBSERVING SHIPS

Table 4.4.4.la: Ships Operating in the Tropical Zone lOoN to lOOS
ECluatorial(B)
Region
E. Indian
W. Pacific
W. Atlantic

Working Duration
(SOP-I)
(SOP-II)
N
abt 40 d
N
act 50 d
aM 60 d
abt 60 d

WMO Navaid (Finnish)
WMO Navaid (Finnish)
WMO Navaid (UNEP)

f

W. Atlantic

aM 60 d

abt 60 d

WMO Navaid (UNEP)

Prof. W. Besnard
Parizeau

p(l)
f(l)

W. Atlantic

aM 30 d
N

WMO Navaid (UNEP)

C. Pacific

abt 60 d
60 d

f(l)

W.C. Pacific

aM 60 d

aM 60 d

WMO Navaid (UNEP)

f(l)

W.C. Pacific
E. Atlantic

aM 60 d

aM 60 d

WMO Navaid (UNEP)

aM 35 d
N

aM 35 d
abt 30 d
N

3.

Member
Australia
Australia
Brazil

Almirante Saldanha

4.

Brazil

Sirius Class H.V.

5.
6.

Brazil

Id.No.
l.

2.

Ship
Diamantina
Sprightly

Status of
Commitment
f(l)
t(1,2)
f

7.

Canada
China

B.

China

Shiang Yang Hong
No. 9 Hao
Shi Jien Hao

9.
10.

France

Capricorne

France
France
France
France

Navy vessel
Rhin

f(l)
t
f

Marion Dufresne
Coliolis

f(l)
f(l)

W. Pacific(3)

15.
16.

German,D.R.
Germany,F.R.of
Germany F.R.of

A. Von Humboldt
Meteor
Merchant vessel

f(l)
f(l)

C. Atlantic
C. Atlantic

f(l)

17.

Hong Kong

Royal Navy vessel

f(l)

C.Atlantic(4)
or Pacific
S. China Sea

lB.

India

INS Darshak

19.
20.

India

INS Betwa

Indonesia

Bawal Putih

21.
22.

Italy
Japan

Salernum
Keifumaru

ll.

12.
13.
14.

f
f(l)
f

C. Atlantic(3)
C. Atlantic
W.C. Indian

abt 30 d
N
abt 40 d

aM 35 d
N

Wind-finding
Equipment

WMO Navaid (S. Arabian)

Has

Has
Has
Has
Has

1
J

3 French Omega
systems will be

shared amongst

the 5 French
vessels.

33 d
abt 20 d

abt 40 d

WMO Navaid (S. Arabian)
FRG Omega + Radar sys.
FRG Omega system

abt 35 d

abt 35 d

WMO Navaid (UNEP)

Arabian Sea

N

60 d(5)

Bay of Bengal

N

60 d(5)
abt 50 d

N

E. Indian

aM 50 d

f

W. Indian

f

W. Pacific

abt 30 d
N

abt 30 d
60 d

N
abt 30 d

Indian FGGE Navaid
system (Real-time)
WMO Navaid (UNDP)
WMO Navaid (UNDP)
WMO Navaid (S. Arabian)
Japanese radar system
(Real-time)

f-'
--.J

Table 4.4.4.1a (continued)
Id.No.

Member

Ship

23.

Japan

Hakuhomaru

24.

Mexico
Mexico

Mariano Matamoros

Peru

25.
26.

Dragaminas 20

status of
Commitment

Equatorial(8)
Region

-

Working Duration .
(SOP-I)
(SOP-II)

Wind-find"; ng
Equipment

abt 30 d

Japanese AMTEX
Omega~type system

abt 60 d

abt 60 d

WMO Navaid (S. Arabian)

W. Atlantic
E. Paciric

abt 60 d

abt 60 d

WMO Navaid (S. Arabian)

abt 60 d

abt 60 d

WMO Navaid (UNEP)

Near Philippines
(3)
E. Atlantic
C. Atlantic

abt 50 d

abt 50 d

WMO Navaid (UNDP)

abt 60 d

abt 60 d

WMO Navaid (UNDP)

abt 40 d

abt 40 d

Norwegian Omega system

f(l)
f(l)

C. Atlantic
C. Atlantic

abt 40 d
abt 40 d

abt 40 d
abt 40 d

f(l)

W. Atlantic

abt 40 d

abt 40 d

WMO Navaid (Finnish)
WMO Navaid (Finnis1-)
WMO Navaid (Finnish)
Radio Theodolite

r(l)

W. Pacific

f

E. Pacific

f(l)
f
r(l)

N

27.

Philippines

Unanue
Atyimba

28.
29.

Senegal
Spain

Laurent Amaro
Tofino

30.

U.S.S.R.

Adgaria

31.
32.

U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.

Samoilovich
Jakov Gakkel

33.

U.S.S.R.

Kurchatov

f(l)

W. Atlantic

abt 40 d

abt 40 d

34.
35.
36.

U.S.S.R.

Bugaev

W. Atlantic

abt 40 d

Vyacheslav Frolov
Valerian Uryvaev
Ac. Shirshov

C. Pacific

37.

U"S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.

r(l)
f(l)
f(l)
f(l)

C. Pacific
S. China Seal
W. Indian Ocean

38.

U.S.S.R.

Priliv

f(l)

S. China Seal
W. Indian Ocean

39.

U.S.S.R.

Ac. Korolyov

f(l)

40.

U.S.S.R.

Priboy

f(l)

E.
W.
E.
W.

abt 30 d
abt 30 d
abt 30 d
(7)
abt 30 d
(7)
abt 30 d
(7)
abt 30 d

41.

U.S.S.R.

Okean

f(l)

E. Indian Ocean

42.

U.S.S.R.

Volna

r(l)

W. Indian Ocean

N

43.

U.S.S.R.

Lomonosov

r(l)

W. Atlantic

N

f
f

Indian
Indian
Indian
Indian

Ocean/
Ocean
Ocean/
Ocean

abt 30 d

abt 40 d

11

"

abt 30 d
abt 30 d

11

11

11

11

abt 45
(5)
abt 45
(5)
abt 45
(5)
abt 45
(5)
N

d

11

11

d

11

11

d

11

11

d

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

abt 45 d(5)
abt 40 d

I-'

CD

Table 4.4.4.la (continued)

Id.No.

Member

Ship

Status of
Commitment

Equatorial(8)
Region

Working Duration
(SOP-II)
(SOP-I)

Wind-finding
Equi-pment

44.

U.S.A.

Columbus Iselin

f(l)

W. Indian Ocean

45.
46.

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

Jordan
Kana Kecki

f(l)

E. Pacific
C. Pacific

abt 30 d
N

47.
48.

U.S.A.

Gyre

abt 38 d

U. S.A.

Cromwell

C. Pacific
W.C. Pacific

abt 38 d
N

abt 30 d

abt 30 d

"
"

49.
50.

U.S.A.

f(l)

abt 38 d

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

Oceanographer
Researcher
Researcher

f(l)
f(l)

"
"

"

W. Indian

abt 38 d
N

abt 37 d
N
abt 50 d

U. S.A.

Wilkes

f(l)

C. Indian

abt 40 d

?(6)

"
"

"
"

5152.

f(l)
f(l)
f,p(1,8)

E. Pacific
C. Atlantic

N

abt 46 d
N

WMO Navaid (U.S.A.)

"
"

"
"
"

"

"

"

"
"
"
"
"
"

"
f-'

\..0

Table 4.4.4.1b:
Id.No'.

Member

Windsounding Ships Operating outside the Tropical Zone lOoN_lOoS

Ship

status of
Commitment

E'luatorial(8)
Region

Working Duration
(SOP-I)
(SOP-II)

Wind-finding
Equipment

53.

India

INS Sandhayak

f(l)

Arabian Sea

N

45 d

Indian FGGE Navaid
(Real-time)

54.

India

Gaveshani

f(l)

Arabian Sea

N

30 d

Omega system of
Indian manufacture(lO)

55.

Netherlands

Tydeman

t(l)

Nr. Cape Verde
Islands

N

abt 25 d

56.

New Zealand

Tangaroa

t(1,2)

S.W. Pacific

?(6)

?(6)

57.

Norway

Supply ship

f(1,2)

Atlantic and
Southern ocean

Nov. 78 to
April 79

N

Omega

syst~m

PTU soundings only
11

11

"

(1)

Ship is also dedicated to other programmes (e.g. oceanographic, fisheries, merchantile) and operational
flexibility for TWOS may be limited.

(2)

Ship will also deploy southern hemisphere drifting buoys.

(3)

The precise positions of these vessels must be co-ordinated with other ship and land stations for optimum
wind sounding grid.

(4)

This vessel will travel Hamburg-Santos (Brazil)-Hamburg during SOP-I and either Hamburg-New Zealand (via
Panama)-Hamburg or Hamburg-Santos-Hamburg suring SOP-II.

(5)
(6)

Will also participate in Summer MONEX in the Bay of Bengal during July 1979.

(7)
(8)

Will also participate in Winter MONEX in South China Sea.

(9)

This system is presently under development but may not lJe available in time for the FGGE.

Exact positions and/or-durations not yet specified, but expected to be well off-shore and long endurance.
Firm for SOP-I, probable for SOP-II.

I\)

o
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TABLE 4.4.4.2:
Identity Number

OTHER POTENTIAL TWOS HAVING COMMITMENTS THAT MUST BE CLARIFIED
Member

Remarks

Belgium

Informal word has been received that the Belgian vessel
scheduled to work in the Atlantic may not be committed.
We await official notice. If it is received, the Netherlands wind sounding equipment would become available for use
on another vessel requiring it.

2 Q

Italy

The Italian ship Dectra, although available for work, may not
be funded for FGGE work. Informal contact suggests that her
participation is unlikely unless support can be found.

3 Q

Ivory Coast

The Ivory Coast Navy vessel thought to be available for work
in the Atlantic, is said to require a new engine. Very little
firm information about this vessel has been received. Thus,
reluctantly, we are required to remove it from our TWOS plans
and schedule the Navaid equipment for use elsewhere.

4

Nigeria

The new Nigerian fisheries research vessel scheduled to be a
TWOS will not be delivered in time for the FGGE. Consequently
internal demand for other Nigerian vessels will be high, and
a Nigerian TWOS commitment is therefore regarded as unlikely
at this time. Efforts are, however being ma4e to substitute
with a Nigerian naval vessel.
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- 28 TABLE 4.4.4.3:
1.

2.

EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR THE FIGURES 4.4.4.1 to 4.4.4.6

Dates on station assumed by the FGGE Operations Centre pending specification of itinerary by operators.
The BESNARD will be working in the triangular area formed by Fortaleza;

ooN, 29 0 W; and 0 0 N, 40 0 W.

The wind sounding merchant vessel(16 FRG)will depart from Hamburg on
15.1.19 and arrive in Santos on 2.2.19.

4.

The METEOR ~5 FRG)departs from Dakar on 24.1.19 to arrive in FGGE work
area on 21.1.19.

5.

The RESEARCHER (50 US)will depart from Recife on 18.1.19 and follows the
complicated trackline shown. Final position reached in period of figure
is lOS, 21°W.

6.

The GAKKEL (32 SU) is on the indicated station from 15.1.19 until 14.2.19
The TOFINO (29 SP) is on the ~ndicated station from 14.1.19 until 30.1.19
and from 5.2.79 until 21.2.19. The periods of overlap in coverage are thus
15.1.19 to 30.1.19 and 5.2.19 to 14.2.19.
The GAKKEL (32 SU) is on the indicated station from 15.1.19 until 14.2.19.
The KURCHATOV (33 SU) is on the indicated station from 15.1.19 until
14.2.19.
The METEOR (15 FRG) steams N-S on the indicated meridian from 27.1.79
until 24.2.19. The period of potential overlap in coverage is thus
21.1.19 until 14.2.19.

8.

Stippled area will be overflown by dropwindsonde aircraft.
adjusted to optimize coverage.

Tracks may be

Coverage from the FROLOV (35 SU) overlaps coverage from the island WOLEAI
from which (two) soundings per day will be taken during both SOPs.
10.

The URIVAEV (36 SU) is on the station plotted between 15.1.19 and 14.2.19.
The SPRIGHTLY (2 AU) is on the station plotted between 15.1.19 and 5.3.19.
with one port call in that period. The period of overlap in coverage
between these two ships is thus 15.1.19. to 14.2.19.

11.

The SHIRSHOV (31 SU) is operating at 0 0 , 101.5°E; from 15.1.19 to 14.2.19.
The vessel's area of coverage is partially overlapped by land stations.

12.

o
The PRILIV (38 SU) is operating at 3 N, 101°E; from 15.1.79 to 14.2.19.
The vessel's area of coverage is partially overlapped by land stations.

13.

The plotted position of the Hong Kong vessel (11 HK) was assumed by the
FGGE Operations Centre pending specification of itinerary by the operators.

14.

The WILKES (52 US) follows the trackline shown, arriving in Colombo on
25.1.19.
The JORDAN (45 US) is engaged in dolphin population studies between SAN
DIEGO and LIMA. Exact itinerary as yet unknown.

- 29 TABLE 4.4.4.3: (continued)
16.

The CROMWELL (48 US) operates along a complicated track line between
Acapulco and Hawaii. Position plotted was chosen by the FGGE Operations
Centre pending specification of itinerary by operators.

17.

The Humboldt (14 GDR) will operate along 28
throughout the period.

18.

The METEOR (15 FRG) steams along on the indicated meridian from 4.5.79
until 28.5.79.
The GAKKEL (32 SU) is on the indicated station from 10.5.79. until 10.6.79.
The KURCHATOV (33 SU) is on the indicated station from 10.5.79. until
10.6.79. The period of potential overlap in coverage is thus 10.5.79. until
28.5.79.

0

40'W, between 50N and 2 0 S

The GAKKEL (32 SU) is on the indicated station from 10.5.79. until 10.6.79.
The TOFINO (29 SP) is on the indicated station from 9.5.79. until 25.5.79.
and from 31.5.7~until 14.6.79. The periods of overlap coverage are thus
10.5.79 until 25.5.79. and 31.5.79. until 10.6.79.
20.

The French Naval Vessel (10 FR), if committed, would work near 00, 180w
during SOP 11.

21.

The DIAMANTINA (1 AU) is en route to Penang, arriving 16.5.79.

22.

The URIVAEV (36 SU) is on the station plotted between 10.5.79. and 10.6.79.
The MAKUHO MARU (23 JA) is on the station plotted between 7.5.79. and
29.5.79. The period of overlap in coverage is thus 10.5.79. to 29.5.79.
The PRIBOY (40 SU) steams along the equator between 52 0E and 66.75 0E
during the period 10.5.79. to 28.5.79.

24.

The ISELIN (44 US) arrives at the Seychelles on 12.5.79 from the Somali
Coast and departs from the Sexchelles on 18.5.79. deadheading along the
track line shown. The last point reached during the period of the chart
is approximately 00, 61 0E.

25.

The researcher (51 US) will operate several degrees offshore, between 2 0N
and 2 0 S in May. Exact itinerary not yet received.

26.

The German merchant vessel (16 FRG) is en route from Hamburg to New Zealand,
arriving on 20.5.79. Itinerary assumed by FGGE Operations Centre on the
basis of general specifications by the operators. This vessel may alternatively work in the tropical Atlantic during SOP 11
0

Position and working schedule of the TANGAROA (56 NZ) is as yet unknown.
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4.5

WMO FGGE Navaid Sounding System

4.5.1

The Panel was informed of the status of production of the sounding systems,
the results of the systems tests, the status of the funding, and the proposed installation schedule. These activities are generally on schedule and the funding appears
adequate. The allocation of the available systems was also reviewed by the Panel. The
Panel noted that, because of withdrawal of previously planned vessels, two upper-air
systems may be available for ~lacement during both SOP-I and SOP-II. The Panel enco?raged the FGGE Operations Centre to vigourously pursue the placement of systems on
islands, especially in the Pacific Ocean. The Panel also recommended to Members that,
if possible, additional ships be identified that could be used as suitable platforms
for these systems. The Panel noted that the deadline for notifying the Operations
Centre regarding additional ships is 1 September 1978, and in any event, information
however tentative should be provided to the Centre as soon as possible so that logistics evaluation might be made to determine the feasibility of a possible installation.

4.5.2
The delegate of Norway reported that the bilateral programme between
Norway and Spain to provide a Norwegian Navaid upper-air system for installation on
the Spanish ship is on schedule. The training of Spanish operators has been completed
and installation details for the system have been worked out.
Aircraft Dropwindsonde System
The U.S.A. reported that the status of the Aircraft Dropwindsonde System
was proceeding on schedule (see Appendix L). The Panel noted that further refinement
of the aircraft tracks may be advisable to complement the Tropical Wind Observing Ship
distribution. The Panel emphasized the importance of this observing system to the
Experiment in the vital role it plays in complementing the ship and land-based upperair observing systems. The representative of the U.S.A. also noted that the U.S.A.
is evaluating ways to modify the tracks to provide better support to the Bay of Bengal
component of MONEX.
4.7

Tropical Constant Level Balloon System

The status report of the U.S.A. is contained in Appendix L. The Panel
noted the important role played by this system in the FGGE Composite Observing
System. The Panel was informed of the results of tests which indicate that an adjustment of the magnetic cut-down limits to about 35 0 latitude over Asia would be most
desirable. The Panel noted that the Secretariat and the U.S.A. were working with
Members in the region regarding arrangements required to overfly certain areas.
Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy System
4.8.1
The status of the FGGE Drifting Buoy System was reviewed. The number of
buoys contributed for FGGE is expected to exceed ~OO. The latest version of the
Logistics and Deployment Plan was briefly introduced. The Panel noted that this
Plan must be revised in the light of the TIROS-N schedule changes and requested the
Secretariat to determine these revisions in conjunction with the buoy operators.
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4.8.2
As noted in paragraphs 4.3.9 to 4.3.11, the Panel considered that the
delay of TIROS-N and NOAA-A satellites had a serious impact on the planned end~to-end
testing of the Buoy System. Taking into account the crucial impo~tance of these tests,
the Panel recommended:

(i)

That the Secretariat should request the operators to arrange,
if possible, for Argos System testing as soon as possible after
the satellite launch.

(ii)

That the Secretariat should request the buoys producers to prepare
plans so that the system may be ready for end-to-end testing any
time after mid-September 1978. This might include testing of
buoys at the factory if possible, or at the location of loading
or even while in transit on the deployment vessels to the launching
sites.

(iii)

That a procedure be established for taking further decisions
(see paragraph 4.10).

4.8.3
Service Argos informed that according to the present plans the testing of
NOAA-A satellite will not reduce the Service Argos capability to process TIROS-N data.
4.8.4
The Panel noted the importance of the real-time distribution of DRIBU
reports on the GTS and recommended the GTS be tested before the buoys are deployed.
The representative of France informed the Panel of the willingness of his country to
participate in such a test. Therefore, the Panel requested the Secretariat to arrange
for the conduction of the tests in co-ordination with France and the Drifting Buoy
Data Centre.
4.8.5
The Panel was informed that possibly more than 100 buoys will still be
sending data at the end of the FGGE Operational Year and that no mechanism exists for
funding the data processing by the Argos system. While the Panel felt that it was not
the proper body to take action regarding activities beyond FGGE it felt that since the
buoys were deployed as part of the FGGE System, certain initiations on the part of the
Panel were appropriate. The Panel requested the Committee of Participants for the
Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy System to study the technical aspects of this matter
and inform the Secretariat. Because of the obvious importance of these data, the Panel
recommended that the Secretary-General study this matter and take appropriate action.
4.8.6
The Panel further noted the concern of EC-XY~ in this area of "integrated
observing systems studies over ocean areas" (Abridged Report of EC-XXX, paragraph
3.1.19) and felt that this matter of developing mechanisms to fund future international
observing systems such as drifting buoys might be included under this topic.
4.9

Aircraft Integrated Data System (AIDS)

The Panel was informed that the implementation of the AIDS programme was
proceeding according to the plan. The Panel noted with pleasure that an additional
five aircraft may be committed by Venezuela to participate in the FGGE AIDS Programme.
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Contingency Planning
4.10.1
While a number of specific problems and delays in implementation have been
identified, the Panel judged that the essential observational elements of the Global
Experiment still were within reach. Therefore, the Panel emphasized that the highest
priority in the short time remaining must be given to intensified efforts to achieve
the final milestones set out in the Implementation/Operations Plan.
4.10.2
The Panel agreed with the JOC that it is not possible or desirable to
analyze and plan for all of' the contingencies that could occur and which might result
in a major impact on the Experiment. Nevertheless, sufficient information now exists
to antibipate a few critical contingencies and to establish clear procedures to deal
with them if they should arise.

4.10.3
In particular, the WMO Executive Committee at its thirtieth session requested the Panel "to consider contingency plans to ensure successful operation of the
polar orbiting satellite component of the Composite Observing System". The Panel considered the drifting buoy/satellite aspect of this system to be the most vulnerable,
and recommended specific procedures to evaluate and respond to problems that may arise.
4.10.4
Although some buoys are planned to be deployed in September and October
1978, a rapid acceleration in transportation, ship loading, etc., occurs at the end of
October. The Panel judged that a final decision to proceed with implementing the
Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy System would be required by the end of October, and
decided that a meeting for this purpose should be convened at that time. Participants
should include representatives of buoy operating countries, Service Argos, the WMO
Secretariat, and the Chairmen of JOC and of the Inter-governmental Panel on the FGGE
or their representatives. The Panel felt that the Drifting Buoy Data Processing and
Control Centre was the most feasable place to hold the meeting.
4.10.5
The Panel offered the following guidance to this buoy decision meeting.
The meeting should take whatever additional measures are required to achieve the
maximum possible implementation of the Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy System.
Only in the case of an obvious catastrophe, such as a serious failure of the satellite
or ground processing system, should abandonment of the deployment plan be considered.
In no case should a decision be taken to cancel the drifting buoy programme for SOP-I
without the prior concurrence of the Chairman of the Panel and the Chairman of the
JOC.
4.10.6
The Panel also recommended that in the intervening time before the meeting,
all participants should proceed with all efforts to maintain the revised schedule
presented in Section 9.2.
4.10.7
The Panel noted that a re-evaluation by Service Argos indicated that the
processing of TIROS-N data can be continued during the check-out period of NOAA-A,
in contrast to the information provided previously. However, the Argos computer
system cannot be used for the delayed processing of data should such be required
because of the real-time oonfiguration of the processing system. The Panel requested
the representative of France to arrange a study by CNES of possible arrangements for
the delayed processing of Argos data should it prove impossible to process these data
in real-time for any reason during the two SOP's. It was noted that the U.S.A. intends
to record and temporarily store data received from the Argos data collection system o
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4.10.8
The Panel also recognized that contingencies may arise that affect the
basic viability of the Experiment as designed. An example would be a total failure or
unavailability of the polar-orbiting satellite system before SOP-I and consequent loss
of the entire Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy System and the Tropical Constant-Level
Balloon System, as well as global soundings and imagery. The Panel agreed with the JOC
that such a total failure is unlikely, but if it should occur some fundamental decisions
would be required concerning the viability of the first SOP.
4.10.9
The Panel therefore decided to define procedures whereby emergency review
and adjustments to the plans for the Experiment could be made if required. Three
specific steps were envisioned:
1)

The Panel was informed that JOC Officers and the JOC Board for the
FGGE would meet in September 1978 for a number of purposes. At this
time, and with the benefit of then-current information concerning the
status of various observing systems, the JOC would consider the scientific implications of appropriate contingencies and initiate steps to
prepare recommendations for the Panel.

2)

If necessary, the JOC should take steps to review and refine specific
recommendations by middle to late October 1978.

3)

It was agreed that an Extraordinary Session of the Inter-govermental
Panel on the FGGE should be scheduled for late October in Geneva
(see paragraph 11). This Session would be cancelled if no significant
decisions were required.

4.10.10
The Panel was concerned that serious difficulties had been encountered in
the data management plans and schedules for the Build-up Year. Some problems were of
course anticipated, but unless these problems are promptly corrected it will be very
difficult to respond to the new problems that undoubtedly will occur as the special
observing systems begin to function. The Panel underlined the specific actions
required by the participating data centres as set out in Sections 4.2.2 to 4.2.4.
In fact, a contingency plan for data management has already been adopted.
Conventional Observations
4.10.11
The Panel re-emphasized that the successful conduct of the Experiment is
very dependent upon the performance of the conventional observing networks. All of
the attention devoted to the special observing systems and satellites must not be
allowed to obscure the fundamental role of the World Weather Watch. The Panel could
conceive of no alternative that could compensate for poor performance of this basic
observing system, and could only reiterate its encouragement of the intensive efforts
under way by Member countries and the WMO Secretariat to achieve a maximum performance
during the Experiment.
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SCOR Working Group 47
The Panel recognized with gratitude the considerable work of SCOR Working
Group 47 in stimulating and developing the scientific basis of the Oceanographic Programme for the FGGE, and in moulding the various experiments from contributing nations
and individual scientists into well-planned and coherent scientific programmes in the
three tropical ocean basins.
Documentation and Ship's Operations Schedules

5.2.1
The Panel approved the FGGE Operations Centre's schedule and planned format for the FGGE Oceanographic Programme Implementation/Operations plan, and called
to the attention of the ship operating Members the Operations Centre's urgent need for
day-to-day ships operations schedules. These schedules, which have recently been requested via a questionnaire to Members operating ships, will form the backbone of the
Operations Plan. Members are requested to complete the questionnaires thoroughly and
return them promptly to the FGGE Operations Centre. It is emphasized that the time
period of interest for these schedules is the entire Operation Year, and not just the
SOP's as was the case in Section 4.4.18.
5.2.2
The Panel noted with pleasure that the information document "Oceanographic
Aspects of the FGGE" is scheduled to appear in early summer of this year.

5.3

Customs Clearances and Port Facilities

5.3.1

Recognizing the importance of smooth and rapid customs clearances for
scientific equipment or other materials related to the success of the experiment, the
Panel requested Members operating tropical ports where such materials may be on-loaded,
or off-loaded, to help smooth the way by contacting appropriate national authorities
internally to explain the importance of the effort and gain their support and co-operation.

5.3.2
Correspondingly, Members operating ships could help by informing the FGGE
Operations Centre and Permanent Representatives of the countries involv-ed of their
port needs for both customs and resupply purposes. The Panel recommends that they do
so.
5.4

Territorial Clearances

Clearances for FGGE oceanographic ships to work in waters under national
jurisdiction will be required throughout the Operational Year according to the usual
rules governing such situations. The time for submission of applications is criti~
cally short. The FGGE Operations Centre has devised a method to support such applications. It is described in Sections 4.4.19 to 4.4.21 of this report.

5.5
5.5.1

Data Products and Services

The Panel reviewed planned IGOSS data products and services in an encapsulated form provided in the documentation for the meeting. A more detailed treatment
of these activities including specific recommendations on products and services by
SCOR Worki~~ Group 47 was provided at the time of the meeting through a draft document
entitled "Proposals for IGOSS Products and Services of use to the FGGE •••• ", addressed
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national IGOSS representatives and Panel Members, the latter are requested to review
the new draft upon its receipt, to discuss it as necessary with national IGOSS representatives, and to take action as they see fit.

5.5.2
The Panel recognized that the data base required to produce fully the
IGOSS products and services requested by FGGE oceanographers may be inadequate unless
corrective measures are taken to augment it, particularly through sub-surface temperature measurements obtainable by bathythermographs. The Panel commended the efforts
to date by the WMO Secretariat and the IOC to increase this data base, and encouraged
them to continue in this endeavour. In turn, the Panel recommended that Members consider supporting national and/or international programmes that contribute to this
effort particularly by providing bathythermographicprobes and the ancillary equipment which may be necessary.
5.5.3
The Panel noted with pleasure the action by the United States of America
in response to this request to outfit a coast guard vessel with XBT instrumentation
for use in the tropics and Southern Hemisphere during the FGGE.
5.5.4
The Panel noted with pleasure and hereby recommunicates to the Members the
generous offer of the IOC to endeavour to provide such equipment under their Voluntary
Assistance Programme. The Secretary of IOC has already received requests for assistance and is actively pursuing IOC Member States to find support for the requests.
WMO Members who are also Members of IOC and who might consider supporting such requests
are asked to correspond directly with the IOC Secretary on this matter.
5.5.5
Noting the mutual benefits that would accrue, the Panel recommended that
Members encourage their oceanographers to co-operate with other international oceanographic experimenters, especially those involved in the study of mesoscale eddies (see
for example, SCOR Proceedings, Vol 13, P. 40, item 3) in conducting closely-spaced
bathythermographic surveys whileunderway to or from the tropics from sub-tropical
ports, or in the Southern Hemisphere. In keeping with JOC guidelines for oceanographic
vessels engaged in FGGE wind sounding, such work should not interfere with or detract
from their efficacy as TWOS. Interested Members should contact the FGGE Operations
Centre for details.
J

5.5.6
The Panel was made aware of the critical importance to FGGE oceanographers
of post-FGGE drifting buoy data, and recommended that their needs be borne in mind
when this question is resolved (see Section 4.8.5 to 4.8.6 of this report).
5.5.7

Being aware that the JOC had recently specified its requirements for a
Level II-c oceanographic data base (see, for example, the forthcoming Volume 7 of
the FGGE Implementation/Operations Plan), the Panel noted with pleasure the offer of
the United States of America to provide oceanographic data management consistent with
these JOC recommendations (see also Section 4.4.23).
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Being aware of both the scientific importance and logistical difficulties
of instrument intercomparisons, the Panel recommended that Members endeavour to cooperate by participating as possible in the intercomparison schemes that may be devised by the FGGE oceanographic planners. In keeping with JOC guidelines, such intercomparisons should be conducted in such a way as to avoid disrupting wind sounding
programmes, and preferably outside SOP time frames.
Future Programmes
The Panel was informed that groups of oceanographers are now engaged in
planning, at the national level, their programmes of research for the early and mid1980's. These programmes will build on the results of FGGE and also be relevant to
future climate experiments. The Panel wishes to make this information known to the
Members, and requests the FGGE Operations Centre to endeavour to be fully informed on
this important activity and co-ordinate with Members as may be necessary.
5.7.1
The Panel noted with satisfaction that the U.S.S.R. proposed an international programme on atmosphere-ocean interaction. The programme which includes
long-term oceanographic and meteorological observational efforts in some key oceanic
areas was considered positively by the thirtieth session of the WMO Executive Committee
and by the tenth session of the Executive Council of IOC and referred for further
study by JOC, CAS, CMM and SCOR. The Panel noted that EC-XXX and the tenth session
of the Executive Council of the IOC recommended procedures for further develop~ent of
the UoS.S.R. proposal on the international level.
.

6.

REGIONAL EXPERIMENTS

6.1

The Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) - Winter

6.1.1
The Panel noted with appreciation the report of the International MONEX
Mangement Centre (Winter) and the manifold ongoing activities there. Despite the
limited level of staffing a considerable amount of work was performed with respect to
the scientific planning, data management and the preparation of the operational phase.
The Panel also took note of the efforts which were currently pursued by individual
Members, in particular the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., to implement the winter MONEX.
These programmes will considerably augment the observational system by employir.g
research ships and aircraft, and a number of special mobile surface and upper air
stations. Currently discussions are under way to establish mutualoo~opeTat~~e programmes between various countries and to solve the manifold logistic problems.
6.1.2
The Panel was informed that no radiometersondes were expected to be operated in the Winter MONEX region during the experiment and that many of the available
radars within the region were unca~ibrated either from lack of radar test equipment or
trained personnel. The Panel urged Members to consider providing assistance in order
to activiate these observing platforms. However, because of the nearness of the
starting date for the Winter MONEX, the Panel requested the JOC to assess the impact
of this situation on the scientific objectives. The Panel also requested the JOC to
set priorities on the Winter MONEX scientific objectives in order to assist MONEX plans
and operations.
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The Pane] was informed that the planning phase milestone schedule for
Winter MONEX had been substantially revised since the Fourth Planning Meeting for
MONEX and that certain plans could not be completed under the present staffing. It
was noted that without additional secondments to the Winter IMMC, certain other
adjustments may be needed in the tasks assigned to the Centre throughout its three
phases.
6.1.4
The Panel noted with appreciation the following responses to the need for
both short and long term secondments to the IMMC in Kuala Lumpur: Malaysia will
increase its secondments to the Centre to include two full-time scientists and two
full-time computer programmers for the entire period of the Centre's activities. In
addition to its present secondments to MONEX, the U.S.A. stated that one or two
scientific consultants and one or two tecm1ical experts would visit the Centre for
short periods during the planning and field phase. The U.S.S.R. will send a telecommunications expert to Kuala Lumpur for two weeks in August. Saudi Arabia is considering
seconding one or two men to the Centre, one man for one year to work with data management and another for two to four weeks to assist with telecommunications and systems
testing. Australia is exploring the possibility of seconding an experienced tropical
forecaster/analyst to the IMMC for the duration of the field phase. The Panel urged
all Members to re-examine the possibility to second needed personnel to the IMMC in
order that the necessary tasks of the Centre can be completed.
6.1.5

The Panel noted with pleasure the offer by the IOC to assist with interfacing the oceanographic needs of Winter MONEX with possible or planned oceanographic
research as has been done so successfully with FGGE.

6.1.6
The Panel expressed its appreciation to WIlC-A for offering to supply the
Winter MONEX Level 1I-b Ilata Centre with the FGGE data tapes for the entire Winter
MONEX period, to the Space-based and Special Observing Systems Ilata Centre for providing a FGGE test tape to ~he Centre and to the U.S~A. for offering to upgrade the
Malaysian Meteorological Service's computer for MONEX data management activities.
Under thse circumstancef3 and with the possibility of future secondments to the IMMC
in the area of data management, the Panel noted with pleasure that it is now highly
probably that Malaysia will accept the responsibility of becoming the Level II-b Ilata
Centre.
6.2

The Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) - Summer

6.2.1
The Panel heard the report of the status of the international MONEX Management Centre (Summer). The Panel also noted with appreciation the additional support
provided by India since the last meeting. However, the Panel considers the lack of
secondments to the Centre to be a serious problem. The Panel was encouraged by the
work done in the area of Ilata Management, Telecommunications and overall planning.
6.2.2
The Panel noted that due to the lack of personnel at the Centre many of
the deadlines for plans are going to be slightly delayed.
6.2.3

The Panel noted with pleasure the following offers to second personnel to

the Centre:

- U.S.S.R.:

one expert for two years

- Saudi Arabia: one telecommunications expert for one to two weeks: two
staff members for 6 months to one year; more secondments possible
pending European Space Agency needs.
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6.2.4
The Panel noted with pleasure the kind offer of WDC-A to supply the Summer
MONEX Level II-b Data Management Centre with the FGGE data tapes free of charge.
6.2.5
The Panel noted that the Centre is working closely with the World Weather
Watch to ensure the maximum amount of useful data for MONEX is available to the GTS.
6.2.6
the Panel:

Based upon the discussion in the Working Group on Regional Experiments,
a)

Recommended that the JOC Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme be convened in order to advise the IMMC on the priorities of the scientific
objectives given the current status of resources available to Summer
MONEX.

b)

Recommended that participating nations take note of the serious situation regarding the lack of seconded personnel available to the IMMC
(Summer). If further secondments are not forthcoming in the near
future, certain plans and aspects of the experiment will have to be
dropped.

c)

Recommended that the Secretary-General contact the relevant participating countries at the highest level in order to operate in the
waters under national jurisdiction by research vessels of the participating nations.

d)

Recommended that the IMMC contact the laC concerning the possibility
of commitment of ships by Member nations to Summer MONEX.

e)

Recommended that the Secretariat explore all possible means of travel
and per diem support for some countries in order to facilitate secondment of persOlme1. to the Centre.

f)

Recommended that the Centre and Secretariat explore the possibility
of UNDP aid for seconded personnel during the Data Management Phase
of the experiment.

g)

Recommended that the IMMC undertake to encourage participating nations
to increase their AIREP and voluntary ship reports.

h)

Noted that WAMEX and Summer MONEX should co-ordinate the inclusion of
upper air stations on or near the border of the WAMEX and Summer MONEX
data management areas.

i)

Noted that due to the present personnel situation at the International
MONEX Management Centre (Summer) the completion of certain plans will
be delayed and some activities delegated by the Fourth Planning Meeting
will either be delayed or eliminated.

j)

Noted with appreciation the greatly improved situation regarding the
proposed availability of geostationary satellite imagery and cloud
vector wind data from the proposed GOES satellite to be situated over
the Indian Ocean.
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Noted the possibility of Summer MONEX interaction with FGGE concerning
the intercalibration of ships in the TWOS zone with MONEX ships operating in the Indian Ocean.

1)

Endorsed the concept of operational research during the field phase
of Summer MONEX.

m)

Endorsed the concept of scientists visiting the MONEX Centre in New
Delhi to discuss specific plans and ideas concerning MONEX researcH.

6.2.7
The details of supply of GOES Indian Ocean image data are still under discussion but present proposals are as follows:
- The GOES Indian Ocean satellite will be operated 24 hours each day. The
raw data stream will be received at the ESA Villafranca site in Spain and
stored on magnetic tape cassettes for archiving and non-real time processing.
- Each day four images will be retransmitted from Villafranca to GOESIndian Ocean in stretched mode.
- The four stretched images will be received in CMS, Lannion, France and
cut into defined sectors of the full image disk. The sectors will then
be retransmitted to METEOSAT-I in WEFAX format - an analogue picture.
- A potential user for GOES-Indian Ocean real-time data will therefore
direct his ground station antenna (3 metre dish, S-band) towards METEOSAT and will obtain GOES-Indian Ocean images at 6 hourly intervals in
3 or possibly 4 different sectors.
- The precise areas covered by the WEFAX sectors are still under discussion,
as are the times of the four images which can be transmitted.

6.2.8

The proposed requirements for Summer MONEX are as follows:
- low and high level cloud vector winds (delayed data)
desirable: 250 km resolution
minimum requirement: 500 km resolution
- visible imagery, low resolution, full disc (delayed and real time data)
desirable: every 6 hours
minimum requirement: every 12 hours
- visible imagery, high resolution, Indian Ocean (delayed and real time)
desirable: every 3 hours or every 6 hours
minimum requirement: every 12 hours
- infrared imagery, low resolution (delayed and real-time)
desirable: every 6 hours
minimum requirement: every 12 hours

602.9
These proposed requirements are presently under discussion among various
national MONEX groups and European meteorologists and will be balanced against the
operational constraints to define the final system.
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6.3.1
The Panel was informed of the actions of the Executive Committee and of
the JOC relating to the West African Monsoon Experiment, since the last session of
the Panel. Concerning the action of the JOC, the Panel concurred with the JOC's
concern for the large gaps in the WWW network in Africa, particularly in the WAMEX
area, taking into account the fact that the WAMEX Observing System is basically the
WWW network. The Panel requested the Secretary-General to bring this deficiency to
the attention of Members concerned, and to provide assistance, as possible, in overcoming it.
6.3.2
The Panel noted with satisfaction that the Executive Committee has encouraged donor countries to provide additional funds, expendables and services as required
for the additional observing programmes and also for the operation of the WAMEX Data
and Operational Control and Analysis Centres. See also paragraph 6.3.6 below.
6.3.3
The Panel received information on the progress in the preparation of
WAMEX Implementation/Operations Plan which will form part C of Volume 6 of the FGGE
Implementation/Operations Plan. In this respect, the Panel learned that the three
ad hoc Working Groups proposed by the preparatory meeting of the WSMRC have now been
formed and their Chairpersons designated. The Working Groups will prepare reports on
which the Plan will be based. The Panel noted, however, that the reports of the ad hoc
Working Groups could not be submitted at this session of the Panel as requested at its
fifth session and called on the Chairman of the WSMRC to take the necessary action,
with the assistance of the WMO Secretariat, to complete the preparation of the reports
in time for their approval at the first session of the WSMRC (Nigeria, November 1978).
The Panel also requested that the November meeting approve the draft Implementation/
Operations Plan for WAMEX, before its publication in the FGGE Implementation/Operations
Series.
6.304
The Panel was informed that arrangements to host the first session of the
WSMRC in Nigeria during November 1978 were at an advanced stage. It noted that written confirmation concerning the hosting of the meeting will be sent to the WMO Secretariat by the end of July 1978.
6.3.5
The Panel endorsed the calendar of future activities for the further planning of WAMEX. This calendar calls for the following:
i)

Preparation by WSMRC ad hoc Working Groups of their reports and
drafting of related sections of the Implementation/Operations Plan to be completed by 31 August 1978.

ii)

Informal Planning Meeting in Douala, Cameroon to be attended by the
Chairpersons of the WSMRC ad hoc Working Groups, and the interim
Chairman of the WSMRC and a representative of WMO/GAO (September
1978). The meeting will finalize the Reports and the Draft Implementation/Operations Plan.

iii) First Session of the WSMRC (Nigeria, November 1978) to approve the
Reports of the Working Groups, and the Implementation/Operations Plan,
among others.
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While discussing the possible assistance to WAMEX under YAP, the Panel noted
with appreciation that the Executive Committee at its thirtieth session has appropriated US $ 90,000 under YAP(F) to meet some requirements for additional expendables to
increase the WWW observational programme during WAMEX. It is expected that with additional bilateral efforts a number of WAMEX upper-air stations will be supported as
shown in Appendix M.
6.3.7
Concerning the research aspects of WAMEX (see also Section 7), the Repre~
sentative of Nigeria informed the Panel that plans are underway to organize a symposium on the meteorology of the WAMEX area prior to the first session of the WSMRC. In
addition, the Panel learned with pleasure that France plans to adapt a numerical model
to the WAMEX area and to undertake phenomenological studies of the moving disturbances
of the area. In this connexion, the Panel was informed that France organized a seminar
recently (Paris, 22 to 24 May 1978) and plans to award eight fellowships that will
allow WAMEX-area meteorologists to work further on the numerical modelling problem
within the French National Meteorological Service next autumn and winter.
Problems common to MONEX and WAMEX

6.4.1

The Panel recognized the interdependence of the FGGE and the regional
experiments data collection efforts. The Panel recommended that the Secretariat
assist the planners of the respective MONEX and WAMEX data collection centres in order
to maintain up-to-date their interface with the FGGE data management scheme.

6.4.2
The Panel discussed the problem of collecting delayed synoptic surface and
upper air data in the WAMEX area. The Panel noted that the needs of both the FGGE
Level II-b and WAMEX data collection schemes could be satisfied if during the WAMEX
period a double stream of such data be established, i.e. from the NMCs to the FGGE
Area Sub-centre Bracknell and to the WAMEX Data Centre A in Dakar. ,The Panel requested
the WAMEX planners to consider this matter and hoped that an eventual solution will
not affect the established~FGGE scheme in any detrimental way.
6.4.3
The Panel was pleased to learn that several international scientists would
be visiting the IMMC's for Winter and Summer MONEX before and during the field phase
of the experiment. Members are requested to provide information on all visiting
scientists to the Centres as soon as possible in order that adequate facilities be
made available. Noting the unique opportunity to have an operational interchange of
expertise on monsoon problems, the Panel recommended that the Secretariat explore all
possible means to provide financial support to regional scientists to visit the
Centres of both MONEX and WAMEX. It was noted that such a possibility of operational
research efforts and such exchange of knowledge would lead to an advancement of postexperiment research. In particular, the Representative of Nigeria invited scientists
to participate in the activities of the planned Operational Control and Analysis Centre
in Lagos.

6.4.4
The Panel was informed that steps had been taken by the Secretariat to
initiate a limited fellowship programme to provide one or two fellowships for each of
the Operations Centres of the Regional Experiments, for a period of £our months covering the operational phases. The fellowships will be used to enable young meteorologists to participate in the day-to-day operations of the Centres and thus to be
trained in the scientific management of large-scale international experiments.
Although there will be no firm training programme, the Panel felt it necessary to
stress the need for certain guidelines to be developed prior to the Experiments in
order that the fellows receive the best benefit from their participation. In this
context the Panel also discussed the possibility that countries with highly developed
computer systems could offer these facilities for the use of scientists from the
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WMO GARP Activities Office look into the mechanisms by which such joint research work
can be carried out.

6.4.5
The Panel further discussed the research aspects of the regional experiments in the context of the preparation by Members of an updated version of research
intentions, planning of scientific meetings on results of regional experiments and
providing to the GAO/JPS information of a catalogue of numerical models relevant to
these experiments (see also Section 7). It was suggested that in the future these
questions be handled by the organizing bodies of the regional experiments, i.e. the
IMMC's and the WSMRC, respectively, with the overall co-ordinating role resting with
JPS/GAO. In this context the Panel was informed that the WMO Commission for Atmospheric Sciences during its seventh session in Manila has given a high priority to
research in tropical meteorology and will, in future, direct more of its attention
towards assisting in the evaluation of the regional monsoon experiments.
6.4.6
The Panel discussed the matter of interfacing Summer MONEX and WAMEX, and
was informed that the IMMC (Summer) had taken steps to initiate plans for co-operative
efforts. Since most of the problems will occur in the area of data exchange the Panel
recommended that the respective planning groups analyse the problems and account for
them in their Data Management Plans. This refers especially to the exchange of the
Quick-Look Data Sets.
6.4.7
The Panel discussed the matter of public information on regional experiments and noted with appreciation that, in addition to the FGGE film, the U.S.A. and
Malaysia both will produce national films which will deal with aspects of the regional
experiments. Both the delegates of Malaysia and India assured the U.S.A. of all possible assistance Should a film team be planning to visit the two IMMCs. The Panel was
informed that world wide press releases on the regional experiments could be arranged
through the WMO Secretariat, and recommended that preparation of popular brochures on
the experiments be considered by the planning bodies. The Panel further recommended
that the Secretariat design and produce a logo for MONEX and WAMEX to be used to
identify MONEX or WAMEX related equipment and material.
6.4.8
In discussing the envisaged visits of scientists to the Operations Centres,
the Panel noted that normal procedures of obtaining visas and clearances have to be
adhered to. Individuals who will be visiting the IMMC at Kuala Lumpur will personally
need to approach the Malaysian Consular Office in their own countries to obtain immigration clearance at least six to eight weeks before their planned arrival in Malaysia.
Certain biographical data will be needed and copies of the immigration forms can be
obtained in advance from the consular officers. Scientists desirous of visiting the
Summer IMMC at New Delhi and other places in India should communicate their biodata
(name, nationality, affiliation, purpose of visit) to the Director of IMMC, New Delhi,
at least eight weeks in advance to obtain clearance for their visits from appropriate
national authorities.
6.4.9
The Panel noted the advantage for immigration clearance of issuing some
form of identification from the WMO to MONEX and WAMEX scientists. The Panel recom--mended that the Secretariat pursue this matter with the IMMC's and the WSMRC.
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The Polar Experiment (POLEX)

6.5.1
The Panel was informed that activities in the preparation of the POLEX
observational system in support. of the FGGE are continuing as planned by Members
within their national programmes. Efforts proposed by the U.S.A. will result in
establishing an automatic surface station to operate in West Antarctica during the
entire FGGE period and one upper air station there for the period of the austral
summer (1978/79). In addition six other automatic surface stations will be operated
at U.S. Antarctic stations as detailed in Appendix O. These observations will augment
the six-hourly surface observations in the region. The U.S. will place 14 buoys in
the Western Weddell Sea to provide observations of surface pressure, temperature and
ice motion. The U.S. will place 21 ice buoys in the Arctic basin that will also
provide observations of surface pressure, temperature and location utilizing the
Argos system for data communication. The Panel noted that this information updates
the plans presented in GARP Publication No. 19 - The Polar Subprogramme.
6.5.2
The Panel noted that the Fifteenth Meeting of the ICSU Scientific Committee
on Antarctic Research (SCAR) in May 1978 recommended special action to ensure that
delayed data from Antarctic regions reach the world data banks and are included in the
FGGE data set.
6.6

Possible 10C Promotion of Member State Contributions to Regional
Experiments

6.6.1
The Panel recognized that 10C has promoted and co-ordinated various aspects
of the FGGE in the past, and asked the 10C representative to present possibilities of
10C contributions to the Regional Experiments. The 10C representative explained that
even though time is short before the beginning of the Regional Experiments, some promotional activities may be carried out if so desired by the Panel, in an attenpt to
identify certain contributions from 10C Member States. Examples of such contributions
that 10C has provided to FGGE already can serve as an indication of the types of contribution that could be requested. The 10C contributions to FGGE in the past have
included:
- identification of some TWOS ships
- identification of some scientific programmes, including some resarch
vessels that will contribute to the oceanographic programmes of SCOR
WG 47 and FGGE itself
- assisting in the identification of the Specialized Oceanographic Data
Centres to handle IGOSS BATHY/TESAC reports
- identification of a data management centre to accomplish FGGE ll-c
oceanographic data management objectives.
The 10C representative stated that for the Regional Experiments the 10C could promote
Regional Experiment activities, particularly MONEX related, through various meetings,
committees, working groups and various other 10C international co-ordinating mechanisms
such as the following:
Co-operative investigation in the North and Central Western Indian Ocean
(CINCWIO)
Joint 10C/WM0 Working Committee for the Integrated Global Ocean Station
System (lGOSS)
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In view of these comments, the Panel acknowledged with appreciation the valuable contributions of IOC to FGGE and hoped that the IOC Secretariat would continue to provide
assistance in identifying further contributions, particularly for the Regional Experiments. It was agreed that representatives of the Regional Experiments represented at
the Panel Session would provide the IOC with a list of needed contributions and their
priorities that would fit into the framework of possible IOC initiatives.

7.

RESEARCH ASPEOTS OF THE FGGE AND THE REGIONAl. EXPERIMENTS*
Introduction

7.1.1
The Panel was informed of the progress being made by the JOC and its Board
for the FGGE as well as by the JPS and GAO in organizing the research and evaluation
phase of the FGGE. The relevant recommendations made by the Fourteenth Session of the
JOC and the Thirtieth Session of the WMO Executive Commitee were reviewed (see also
sections 2 and 3 of this report). Special attention was drawn to the recommendations
of the Fifth Session of the Panel regarding necessary steps to be undertaken to monitor and expand the FGGE research programme (see para. 9.3 of GARP Special Report No. 26).
7.1.2
The Panel noted that EC-XXX had stressed the need for close co-operation
between JOC and CAS in the application of FGGE data and research results (see EC-XXX
Abridged Report, para. 4.1.34).
Inventory of Research Plans

7.2.1
The Panel noted with pleasure actions made by the Secretary-General in
requesting WMO Members to provide timely and complete information to the Secretariat
regarding more detailed updates of the international inventory of FGGE research intentions and plans as a follow-up of material provided by the nations at the FGGE Research
Co-ordination Conference (Stockholm, April 1977). It also endorsed the activities
UL~dertaken by the JPS in assisting the preparation of a draft summary of these updated
plans.
('.2.2
The Panel \vas informed that further plans of the JPS in the preparation of
the publication summarizing the research plans of the cO~illtries and international
institutions inolude submitting the draft summary to the WGNE (so that the WGNE can
produce a documentation on the remaining gaps in the overall research programme see Report of the Sixteenth Session of the WGNE, para. 2.3) and further publication
of the revised summary as a "White-cover" report. Some details of the work carried
out by the JPS in summarizing and clarify"ing the research plans provided by the nations
are contained in Appendix M.
'7.2.3
At the same time the Panel urged the cow1tries, especially the Members of
the Panel, who have not yet provided to WMO the updated i~formation on their FGGE
research intentions and plans, to do so at the earliest possible date.
7.3

Research Benefits

7.3.1
The Panel re-affirmed the statements made by JOC-XIV and EO-XXX tbat the
anticipated benefits from FGGE research will include increased accuracy in the analysis
and initialization procedures, resulting in improved short- and medium-range forecasts.
* See also sections

6.3.7, 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4.
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design of the future network for operational purposes. The FGGE data sets will have
a direct inpui to the GARP Climate Dynamios Subprogramme and provide a referenoe point
for the current climatio state and the relevant physica.l prooesses that contribute to
it. The additional benefits from increasing predictability range~s referred to in
the Report of JOC-XIII, Annex G, p. 9) should also be mentioned.

7.3.2

Tl1e Panel re-emphasized that the Secretary-General, bearing those benefi~s
in mind, should contact all nations with the oapability of conducting research on data
from FGGE or the regional experiments to urge them to provide adequate long-term resouroes to conduot such researoh.

7.3.3
The Panel requested the JOC to develop additional information on benefits
that might be expected from successful researoh from the FGGE and its regional experiments for the developing countries.
Scientifio Meetings and Sessions on FGGE Results
7.4~1

The Panel was informed of the preliminary list of international and national
scientifio meetings where FGGE research results are to be exposed. Some of these
meetings will be deliberately convened to discuss only FGGE research results while at
some others the organization of special sessions will be assured to present these results. This list was compiled on the basis of both recommendations given by the WGNE
and. JOC and - some other information provj ded to the JPS.

7.4.2
It was agreed that further steps to oomplete the list of FGGE scientific
meetings should be undertaken by the JOC, in co-operation with appropriate bodies of
WMO and ICSU.
7.4.3
The Panel recognized that one of ·the key meetings exposing FGGE data output
and research will be an "FGGE Highlights Meeting" of all the participants in the data
collection and prooessing programme (as proposed by the WGNE, endorsed by the JOC-XIV
and agreed upon by EC-XXX) be held at the end of 1979 or early in 1980, to:
- Summarize the results of the collection
assess the problems which may be encountered with the processing
- re-evaluate as appropriate plans for processing and archiving
- publish an early reference catalogue
- present preliminary statistics and scientific results already obtained
- point out new interesting research areas already identified.

7.4.4
The Panel felt, however, that the JOC and other responsible bodies should
reconsider, and as far as possible co-ordinate, the plans for the various meetings to
avoid unnecessary duplication.
7.4.5

The Panel recommended that some scientific meetings on research results
of the regional experiments also be scheduled and suggested that the JOC Boards for
the Monsoon and Polar sub-programmes take oare of this proposal.
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7.5

Visiting Scientists Programme

The Panel noted with pleasure that the JOC at its fourr.eenth session endorsed the idea of a Visiting Scientists Programme for FGGE and its regional experiments and that arrangements for visiting scientists has already been planned by" the
Level II-b Centre in Sweden and the Level III-b producers in Europe and the U.S.A.
The Panel recommended that a proposal for this Programme should be developed, considering experience from a similar GATE Visiting Scientists Programme. The Panel
re-emphasized that both the WMO and ICSU could facilitate the further development of
this scientific exchange.
Catalogue of Numerical Models
The Panel also noted witll interest that the publication of a Catalogue of
Numerical Models for the FGGE is being prepared by the JPS. The Panel agreed with the
point of view of the Chairman of the JOC and its Board for the FGGE that this Catalogue (which is considered to be an updated version of GARP Publications Series No. 14:
Modelling for the First GARP Global Experiment) should consist of at least two parts:
the first dealing with the short- and medium-range forecasting models and the second
(and probably, a third) referring to general circulation and climatic models. The
Panel noted with satisfaction that the first part of the Catalogue will be published
in the GARP Publications Series in the very near futu.re and thanked the nations and
international institutions which provided material for this publication. The Panel
also expressed its hope that more information would be sent to the JPS regarding forecasting and general circulation models suitable for studies in the framework of the
GARP regional experiments (MONEX, WAMEX).

7.7

Bibliography of FGGE Scientific Results

The Panel also considered the question of preparing a bibliography of FGGE
scientific results, as recommended by the previous meeting of the Panel. The Panel
took into consideration the views expressed by JOC-XIV that such a bibliography should
not be compiled because of difficulties in determining what should be included in it
and the great costs involved in the compilation of a comprehensiv"e bibliography list.
Some del~gates, however, while realizing the difficulties in preparing a bibliography,
stressed its importance and suggested that instead major research results in the individual countries shou.ld be identified and the GAO (should be) requested to compile this
information for its international distribution. Some other delegates noted that a
bibliography orientated towards using data from special observing systems would be of
utility for certain applications. The Panel finally suggested that the matter be further studied and a proposal developed which would include matters relating to the scope
and organization of the bibligraphy.
JOC Consultant to GAO during FGGE Operation
The Panel noted with pleasure that, following the approval by EC-XXX of a
recommendation made by the previous session of the Panel, Dr. G.A. Corby will be
appointed as the scientist representing the JOC and its Board for the FGGE at the GARP
Activities Office of the WHO Secretariat during the first half of 1979, especially
during the Special Observing Periods, to provide a continuing scientific assessment of
the progress of the Experiment.
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FGGE FILM AND PUBLIC INFORMATION

8.1

Current Status

8.1.1
The panel was informed of the decisions taken by the Executive Committee
on the basis of the recommendations of the Informal meeting on film an 0_ public information activities for the FGGE (Geneva, 22 to 24 May 1978). It noted in particular that
the production of an international film on the FGGE similar to the one on GATE, supported by the Panel at its fifth session has now been a.greed by the Executive Committee.
The Panel expressed the hope that it will be possible for a Tlembor to second an lI executive producer ll so that the arrangements required for the production of the film and
the precise determination of footage required from Members on the various aspects of
FGGE can be made in time before the opening of the operational year. It recognized
that the production and scope of the international film as envisaged depends to a
large extent on the contributions which will be received from Members. It therefore
invited those Members which are in a position to do so to provide the maximum support
possible in terms of FGGE footage, finances or man-power.
8.1.2
The Panel restated its general support to the other public information
activities planned in support of FGGE. It invited Members to send to the Secretariat
sample copies or a selection of their FGGE public information material such as photographs, slides, or printed texts which could be used by the Secretariat or made available upon request to other Members for FGGE public information activities. In this
regard, the Panel noted with pleasure the photographic material provided to the Secretariat by Australia.
8.1.3
The Panel also stressed the importance of publicizing the FGGE at the
national level in particular by obtaining the co-opera.tion of radio and television
companies or other information media. It noted with satisfaction that some Members
have already made relevant arrangements for such information coverage on the occasion
of the beginning of the Experiment or of special national events related to FGGE. It
concurred with the suggestion made by the Informal meeting that in all such activities
appropriate credit must be paid to the international co-operation which makes the
Experiment possible.

9.

SCHEDULES AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES
Implementation of the Experiments

The Panel concurred with the following general schedule for the implementat ion of the FGGE and its regions.l experiments.

(i)

FGGE
May-June 1978

WMO Executive Committee

June 1978

EC Inter-governmental Panel on the FGGE

September 1978

JOC Officers' Meeting and JOC Board for FGGE

October 1978

Drifting Buoy System decisions

Late October 1978

Possible Extraordinary session of the EC Intergovernmental Panel on the FGGE

November 1978

Second Meeting of the Working Group on Data
Management
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Operational Year begins

January-March 1979

SOP-I. JOC Board for the FGGE on Alert Status

March 1979

JOC and JOC Board for FGGE review results of
SOP-I and first three months of the Experiment.
Make recommendations to Intergovernmental Panel

March 1979

If necessary, Inter-governmental Panel takes
corrective action in preparation for SOP-II and
remaining part of Experiment

April-May 1979

WMO Congress and Executive Committee

May-June 1979

SOP-II.

November 1979

FGGE Panel (IPF VII)

November 1979

Operational Year ends

November 1979

Symposium on Preliminary Assessments of the Impact
of FGGE Data on Forecasting in the AustraliaNew Zealand area, Melbourne

End of 1979 or
early 1980

FGGE Highlights Meeting

February 1980

JOC and FGGE Board evaluate Experiment as a whole
and make recommendations for data processing and
research

JOC Board for the FGGE on Alert Status

Inter-governmental Panel evaluates certain aspects
of the Experiment and acts on JOC recommendations
(ii)

*

~2~~_1~!::~~~2*
16-20 October
(tentatively)

Fifth Planning Meeting for MONEX, Winter component

December 1978

Winter MONEX, Phase I, operations begin. JOC
Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme on Alert
Status

January-February 1979

Winter MONEX, Phase 11, operations during SOP-I

March 1979

JOC and JOC Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme
review results of Winter MONEX Operations. Make
recommendations to Inter-governmental Panel regarding Summer MONEX operations

Some events regarding MONEX (Winter and Summer) and WAMEX are contained under
(i) FGGE.
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(iii)

(iv)

9-13"October 1978

Fifth Planning Meeting for MONEX, Summer component

May-June 1979

Arabian Sea Experiment (during SOP-II). JOC
Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme on Alert
Status

July 1979
February 1980

Bay of Bengal Experiment
JOC and JOC Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme
evaluate MONEX as a whole and make recommendations
for data processing and research

WAMEX*
31 August 1978
September 1978

Reports and drafting of relative sections of the
WAMEX Implementation/Operations Plan
Informal Planning Meeting for finalizing the
Implementation/Operations Plan

November 1978

First Session of the WSMRC

15 April 1979

The WAMEX Operational Control and Analysis Centre
becomes fully implemented

15-30 April 1979
May-August 1979

Preparatory phase of WAMEX

February 1980

Operational phase of WAMEX (including SOP-I).
JOC Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme on
Alert Status
JOC and JOC Board for the Monsoon Sub-programme
evaluate WAMEX as a whole and make recommendations for data processing and research

Summary of Observing Systems Tests
During the Build-up Year systems tests are planned for the Observing
Systems and the Data Management System. The Panel concurred with this schedule.
(a)

!S12.AE.

(i)

March 1977 - November 1978:
test

International prototype

- prove the system for FGGE
- obtain data during the FGGE Build-up Year
- demonstrate utility of ASDAR for the WWW

(ii)

December 1978 - November 1979:
evaluation programme

International test and

- obtain data during the FGGE Operational Year
- demonstrate utility of ASDAR for the WWW
* Some events regarding MONEX (Winter and Summer) and WAMEX are contained under
(i) FGGE.
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(i)

August 1978 - October 1978: Checkout of individual
systems at the Contractor's plant after the production

(ii)

September 1978 - December 1978: Checkout of individual
systems after installation on TWOS ships including intercomparison tests with nearby land-based upper-air observations

(i)

May 1978: First total system test
- first test of FGGE airborne eQuipment and expendable
sondes
determine operational status of the system

(ii)

August 1978 - December 1978: Follow-on tests
- intermittent testing, associated with airborne operator
training programme
test on-board data processing
- delayed processing (at NCAR) of tape cassettes

(i)

July - August 1978:

Canton Island test

- test FGGE electronics package and system compatibility

(ii)

(e)

October 1978: Boulder, Colorado
- test compatibility of electronics package with TIROS-N
ARGOS system

,;Qrifii.£g_B£o;y,s*
(i)
September 1978:
prototype)
(ii)

Satellite test and checkout (TIROS-N

September - October 1978: Simulation tests
determine operational performance of ARGOS system using
known test messages telemetered to the satellite
- demonstrate overall ARGOS system performance (including
data processing)
- use data obtained for planning and designing e'lements
of the FGGE drifting buoy experiments

(iii)

September-October 1978:

Drifting buoy systems tests

- demonstrate compatibility of participant buoy systems
with ARGOS data collection system and Service ARGOS
Data Processing Centre
- each participant deploys a limited number of buoys
*

All dates depend upon successful launch of TIROS-N (see section 4.10)
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(iv)

9.3

Figure 11.3.

Similar but greatly abbreviated type of checkout with
NOAA-A satellite (scheduled launch about 10 weeks after
T1ROS-N)
.

Summary of Data Management Systems Activity including Data Management
Systems Test
A milestone chart depicting the Data Management Schedule is given in
More information on Data Management Systems tests is presented below.
(i)

February 1977 - December 1978: Bilateral tests and evaluations
- check data exchange mechanisms
- check formats and contents of data tapes

(ii) August 1977 - September 1977: First co-ordinated pre-operational
systems test (use data for 1-10 July 1977)
- check the ability of data producers to produce data tapes and
supporting documentation according to the formats for the international exchange of Level 11 data sets
- check the data exchange mechanisms
- check the ability of the Level 11-b Data Centres to merge data
from different sources
(iii)June.1978: Evaluation of delayed data flow (use data for 31 January9 February 1978)
- participating centres: area sub-centres, U.S. satellite data producers, specialized oceanographic data centres and the two Level
11-b data centres
- primary purpose is to evaluate the delayed data flow mechanisms
secondary purpose is to evaluate data quality
(iv) November 1978:

(v)

Second Evaluation at delayed data flow

January 1979: End-to-end test for SOP-1 (use data for 15-19 January
1979)
- participating centres: area sub-centres, satellite data producers,
aircraft dropwindsonde data centre, drifting buoy data centre, two
Level 11-b data centres, one Level 111-b data producer
- purpose is to evaluate data quality, especially satellite and
special observing systems data (special provisions for data delivery
will be instituted)

(vi) May 1979:

End-to-end test for SOP-11* (use data for 10-14 May 1979)

- same as for SOP-1

* All dates depend upon successful launch of T1ROS-N (see section 4.10)
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10.

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN

According to the Panel's terms of reference, the procedure of election of
the Chairman should take place at the close of each session. Mr. B. Gosset was
UTlanimously re-elected.
ll.

DATE lUlD PLACE OF NEXT SESSION

The Panel agreed to schedule the next regular session of the Panel for
12 to 16 November 1979 in Geneva. The Panel also foresaw the possible need for an
Extraordinary Session just prior to the start of the Operational Year if catastrophic
problems in the implementation of the experiment are experienced. The dates 30 to 31
October were reserved for this Foxtraordinary Session. Likewise the Panel considered
that an Interim Session may be necessary between the SOP's to take corrective actioh
should the situation at that time merit such consideration by the Panel. The dates
19 to 23 March were reserved for this possible Interim Session. The Panel considered
that while there was a low probability of the need for either the Extraordinary Session
or the Interim Session, specific dates should be scheduled now for planning purposes.
The meetings will not be held unless av~ounced by the Secretary-General following
consultation and concurrence by the Chairman of the Panel.
12.

CLOSING REMARKS

The Panel noted with regret that Dr. Vic-bor Bo1direv will be leaving the
WMO during August 1978. The Panel extended its deep gratitude to Dr. Boldirev for the
leadership and initiative which he has provided to the planning of the Experiment,
especially in tne development of the FGGE Data Management Plan.

APPENDIX A
STATEMENT OF MS. J. MARTON-LEFEVRE, ICSU REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. Chairman, Dr. Davies, distinguished representatives,
The Secretary-General of ICSU who is unfortunately unable to represent ICSU
here today has asked me to transmit to you his regrets and apologies for not being with you
at this Sixth Session of the WMO Executive Committee Inter-governmental Panel on the FGGE,
and sends his best wishes for a fruitful session.
Many parts of ICSU have been participating in the activities and studies
leading up to the commencement of the Implementation Phase in five months time. These and
others wi I I be interested in the data obtained and in the research and evaluation phase
which wi I I fol low the termination of the Global Weather Experiment. It has become morE and
more evident that with the great progress made in the development of physical models, both
for forecasting and simulation of the general circulation of the atmosphere, the lack of
suitable observational data in the southern hemisphere and over the oceans might seriously
restrict further progress. The Global Experiment has been conceived and developed as a
goods experiment should be: by close cooperation between the people responsible for the
creation and improvement of the instruments, the scientists and technicians collecting the
observations, the theoreticians and modellers who wi I I be using the data after the end of the
experiment, and of course the representatives of services and agencies which provide the
material and financial support without which such an experiment would be impossible. To
obtain' a complete and dense set of global observations, requires inputs from countries
throughout the world, and the important role of this Panel in urging governments to commit
resources to the Global Experiment wi I I be acknowledged not only by those using the data
for research purposes but also by those who wi I I profit from the improvement in our understanding of the transient behaviour of the atmosphere and increasing the accuracy of weather
forecasts. At this point in the history of humankind, any improvements in our knowledge
which may be used to augment food resources are extremely precious.
Mr. Chairman, just over a year ago there was a debate over whether or not the
resources avai lable would be sufficient to make the Global Experiment meaningful, and
whether the experiment should be delayed. The dates of the experiment were maintained and it
is gratifying to note that the status of commitments to the experiment has continued to
increase and the success of the experiment, as wel I as that· of the sub-programmes such as
the Monsoon (MONEX), the West African Monsoon (WAMEX), the Polar (POLEX),and the Joint AirSea Interaction experiment (JASIN), seems to be assured.
The result of al I these experiments wi I I of course be of great value for the
second objective of GARP to better understand the physical basis of cl imate - a subject
which is in the forefront of al lour thoughts in view of the proximity of the World Cl imate
Conference.
You have a ful I and long agenda Mr. Chairman, and I do not want to take more
of your time except to wish you a succesful session and to thank the WMO and its SecretaryGeneral, Dr. Davies, for the sp·lendid way in which cooperation has developed and continues
between our two organizations in the Global Atmospheric Research Programme.
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SIXTH SESSION OF THE WMO EC INTER-GOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON THE FGGE
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AGENDA
I.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING
I. I Opening of the session
1.2

Approval of the agenda

1.3

Programme of work of the session

2.

REVIEW OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE JOINT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

3.

REVIEW OF DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE WMO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE XXX

4.

FGGE IMPLEMENTATION/OPERATIONS
4. I

FGGE Operational Direction

4.2

FGGE Data Management
4.2. I Review.of the Report of the Working Group on Data Management

4.3

4.2.2

Status of Operations during the FGGE Bui Id-up Year

4.2.3

Results of Evaluation of the Delayed Data Flow

4.2.4

Data Qual ity Control

4.2.5

The Level I I-c Data Production

Basic Observing System
4.3. I WWW-Surface-based Observing System
4.3.2

WWW-Space-based Observing System
(i)

Geostationary Satel lites

(i i) Polar Orbiting Satel lites
4.4

Tropical Wind Observing Ships (TWOS) and Other FGGE Ship Operations

4.5

WMO FGGE Navaid Sounding

4.6

Aircraft Dropwindsonde System

4.7

Tropical Constant Level Ba I loon System

4.8

Southern Hemi sphere Drifting Buoy System

4.9

Aircraft Integrated Data System

5.

FGGE OCEANOGRAPHY

6.

REGIONAL EXPERIMENTS

7.

System

6.1

The Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) - Winter

6.2

The Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) - Summer

6.3

The West African Monsoon Experiment (WAMEX)

6.4

The Polar Experiment (POLEX)
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8.

PUBLIC INFORMATION ACTIVITIES FOR THE FGGE

9.

PROPOSED ACTIONS AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES

10.

ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN

11.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT SESSION

LIST OF FGGE COMMUNICATIONS PLANS FOR MONITORING THE EXPERIMENT
A.

Inputs to FGGE Operati ons Centre

Component

Originator

Type of Report and Content (Reference)

Mode of Transmission

Frequency

WWW Surfacebased Observing System

NMC's

Report of fai lure of equipment on need for expendables, etc. (see Vol. 4, Imp/Ops Plan, para.

GTS or telex or cable

As requ i red

Satellite
Systems

Operators

Status report of systems performance including
notification of change in operations

To be determined

To be

TWOS

Nat. Focal
Poi nts for
TWOS

Regular status reports (see Draft Vol. 5, Imp/
Ops Plan, Part A, para. 5.4

GTS, telex or cable

Every 3 days

TWOS

Nat. Focal
Points for
TWOS

Advisory message (see draft Vol. 5 Imp/Ops Plan,
Part A, Para 5.4)

GTS, telex or cable

As required

Ai rcraft
Dropwindsonde

US FGGE
Coordination
Centre

Miss ion accomp Ii shment report (see Vol. 5,
ImptO,ps Plan, Part B, para. 4.4.6)

GTS

Dai Iy

TCLBS

US FGGE
Coordination
Centre

Summary systems status (see Vol. 5, Part C,
para. 4.1)

GTS

Twice weekly

Drifting Buoys

Buoy Logistics
and Deployment
Centre

Deployment Report (see Vol. 5, Imp/Ops Plan,
Part D, Para. 3.4)

Letter

week Iy

2. 1.7)
determin~d

::t>
"lJ
"lJ

rn

Drifting Buoys

Buoy Data Processing and
Control
Centre

Operators status reports (see Vol. 5, Imp/Ops
Plan, Part D, para. 3.4)

Letter

week Iy

z
o

x
o

):>

Component

Originator

Type of Report and Content (Reference)

I Mode of Transmission

Frequency

'Cl
'Cl

fT1
Z

Area SubCentres

(a) UK centre
(b) Japan "
(c) USSR
"
"
(d) USA

Status reports containing statistical information I Letter of GTS
on data receipt; description of difficulties
(see Report of First Session of WGDM)

Monthly

~

X

o
'"

'"
N

Sate I lite Data
producers
(Leve I I I-a
and Leve I
I I-b)

(a) ESA for
General information on status of processing;
Meteosat
and changes to processing programmes (see
(b) Japan for
Report of First Session of WGDM)
GMS
(c) USA for
GOES-EAST
GOES-WEST
(d) USA!ESA for
GOES INDI Ai'
OCEAN
(e) USSR for
Meteor
(f) USA for
TIROS-N,
NOM-A,
SEASAT

Letter

Monthly

Ai rcraft Dropwindsonde Data
Producer
(Leve I I I-b)

Aircraft Dropwindsonde Data
Centre

Information about data processing probfems
encountered, etc. (as above)

Letter

After each SOP

Drifting Buoy
Data Producer
(Leve I I I-a
and Leve I
II-b

Drifting Buoy
Data Centre

Statistical information on data receipt and
qual ity; information on GTS distribution
(no. of messages, etc.) (as above)

Letter

Every 2 weeks

Tropical
Constant
Leve I Ba I loon
Data Producer
(Level I I-b)

Tropical
Constant
Level
Ba I loon Data
Centre

Information about amount of data processed,
general quality characteristics (as above)

Letter

After each SOP

Component

Originator

Type of Report and Content (Reference)

Mode of transmission

Frequency

Mob i le Sh i P
Data
(Leve I I I-b)

Mobi le Ship
Data Centre

Statistical information on data receipt,
description of difficulties (as above)

Letter

Monthly

Special Aircraft Data
(AI REP and
AIDS) (Level
II-b)

Special
Aircraft
Data
Centre

Information on amount of data processed,
description of difficulties (as above)

Letter

Monthly

TWOS Radar
Data (Leve I
II-b)

TWOS Radar
Data Centre

Number of observations, qual ity (as above)

Letter

Every 2 weeks

TWOS Navaid
Data (Leve I
I I-b)

TWOS Nava id
Data Centre

Number of soundings processed satisfactori Iy,
problems encountered (as above)

Letter

After each SOP

Level II-b
Data

Leve I II-b
Surface-based
Data Centre

Statistical information on data receipt,
description of difficulties (as above)

Letter

Monthly

Level II-b
Data

Leve I II-b
Space-based
and Special
Observi ng
Systems Data
Centre

Statistical information on data receipt;
data quality; description of difficulties
(as above)

Letter

Monthly

Level III-b
Data Prod ucers

(a) ECMWF
(b) GFDL

To be defined

To be defined

To be defined

Regional
Experi ments

(a) IMMC Wi nter Status reports emphasizing changes in plans
(b) IMMC Summer and problems
(c) WAMEX
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APPENDIX E
RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY THE WORKING GROUP ON
THE FGGE DATA MANAGEMENT REGARDING
THE FGGE DATA QUALITY CONTROL
The Working Group made the following recommendations:
(I)

that data producers, if possible, provide quantitative estimates of the observational errors as wel I as an indication of the nature of the spatial error correlation
for a given observational system°'lnd/or quantitative error indicatorCs) for each datum
from their respective systems. This information should be included with the data.

(2)

the WMO Secretariat should summarize, through appropriate WMO channels and in
cooperation with the Level I I I-b data producers, al I avai lable information on error
statistics of the various radiosonde/radiowind types (if possible, as a function of
geographical co-ordinates and season). The Working Group was informed that the U.K.
Meteorological Office has done some work in this area.

(3)

the FGGE data catalogues should contain information on significant changes to
data processing procedures which could alter the errors characteristics. This information should also be provided to the Level III-b data producers Immediately when it
becomes ava i Iab le, together with i nformati on on errors and short-comingsof °certaOi n
data types when such errors or short-comings are noticed.

(4)

the Level I I I-b data producers (ECMWF and GFDL) should develop special formats
for recording, in addition to the Level I I I-b magnetic tapes, information of the Level
I I-b data which were considered as erroneous and were discarded by the objective ana~
lysis programme. These formats should then be discussed and approved by the WGDM (at
the meeting or by correspondence). The Working Group recognize.cJ that the CBS should
be interested in, and informed of, development of such formats but felt that because
of the special character of these formats, approval by the President of the CBS should
not be requested.

(5)

the Level III-b data producers should also provide theWDCs with the information
on what types of Leve I I I-b data were used in the preparati on of the Leve I I I I-b
ana Iyses so that th i s i nformati on cou Id be i ne Iuded in the data cata Iogues.

(6)

that Level III producers provide detai Is to the FGGE user community on changes
in their previously documented data assimi lation procedures.

(7)

that research be initiated and the results distributed as soon as possible
on error statistics, intercomparisons, and sampl ing error of the collected FGGE data.

(8)

that further research be conducted after the field phase of FGGE on the subjective and objective qual ity control indicators provided with the FGGE observing systems
in order to extract further information from the observing systems and analysis procedures, and to foster improved observing systems design.

APPENDIX F
PLAN FOR THE SECOND EVALUATION OF THE DELAYED DATA FLOW
DURING THE FGGE BUILD-UP YEAR

A.

General concepts
1.

Use twenty full days of Level 11 data (30 June - 19 July 1978).

2.

Data producers use international exchange tape
formats for recording data on tapes.

3.

No Special arrangement made for delivery of data
tapes.

4.

Both Level II-b centres produce Level 11 test
data set; the Level II-b Space-based and Special
Observing System will produce a limited number of
data analyses (to expedite test and evaluation).

5.

Results provided to JOC Board for the FGGE and to
FGGE Panel for review.

6.

Results of evaluation disseminated to data producers
to provide feedback.

B.

Suggested Participants *)
1.

Area sub-centres: Japan, U.K., U.S.A., U.S.S.R.
(a)

U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and U.K. area sub-centres
collect and check data according to their
operations plans; Japan area sub-centre
collects operational data from the GTS for
the evaluation period;

(b)

*)

Each area sub-centre produces data tape(s)
in international tapes exchange formats;'

Other special observing system data'centres may consider
participating
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(c)

Each area sub-centre delivers data tape(s) and

.

documentation to the Level 11-b Surface-based
Data Centre and to the Level 11-b Space-based
and Special Observing Systems Data Centre.
2.

Operational satellite producers: ESA, Japan, U.S.A.
(a)

Level 11 data to be produced:
(i)

ESA

- winds

(ii)

Japan

- winds, sea-surface temperatures

(iii)

U.S.A.

- winds, soundings, sea-surface
temperatures, sounding
radiances;

(b)

Producers obtain raw satellite data and generate
Level 11 parameters;

(c)

Producers generate data tapes in international
tape exchange formats;

(d)

Producers deliver data tapes and documentation
to the Level 11-b Space-based and Special Observing
System Data Centre.

3.

Oceanographic Data Centres

3.1 Specialized Oceanographic Data Centre: Federal Republic

________________
(a)

~

2f_Q~E~~g~

Collect and check all operational BATHY and TESAC
reports, as part of its Level 11-b data flow
operation;

(b)

Produce data tape in international tape exchange
format;

_
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(c)

Deliver data tape and documentation to the
Specialized Oceanographic Data Centre (D.S.A.).

(a)

Collect and check all BATHY, TESAC and oceanographic observations received on log sheet forms;

(b)

Compile the observations on a magnetic tape, then
merge the data with that which is received from the
Specialized Oceanographic Data Centre (F.R.G.) and
apply certain quality control procedures.

(c)

Produce a magnetic tape containing the observations
in the international data exchange format;

(d)

Make special arrangements to assure that the
magnetic tape, accompanied by appropriate documentation, is air-mailed to the Level II-b Space-based
and Special Observing Systems Data Centre.

(a)

Collect delayed marine surface reports according to
the operations plan of the centre.

(b)

Produce data tape in international tape exchange
format.

(c)

Deliver data tape and documentation to the Level
II-b Surface-based data centre.

(a)

Collect NAVAID observations in real-time or produce a number
of simulated NAVAID observations.

(b)

Produce data tape in international tape exchange
format.
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(c)

Deliver data tape and documentation to the
Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing
System Data Centre.

(a)

Collect area sub-centre tapes and produce "complete"
surface-based data set;
(i)

Land surface and upper-air reports:
combine area sub-centre input (no
duplicate check);

(ii) Ship and aircraft reports: eliminate
duplicates and produce a unique set of
reports;
(b)

Produce surface-based data tape(s) in international
tape exchange formats and deliver tape(s) to the
Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing System
Data Centre;

(c)

Receive data set from the Level II-b Space-based
and Special Observing System Data Centre and merge
it with its own set;

(d)

Evaluate data set:
- Summarize the reception of surface-based data sets
compared to what is stated in the data management
plan. Also summarize the delivery times;
- Summarize the readability of the different data tapes;
- Summarize the consistency of data formats of the
received data sets;
Apply "quick-look" quality control using quality
marks assigned by the area sub-centres;
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Apply more detailed quality control procedures
assign new quality control marks;
Summarize the quality of data and discrepancies
between quality control marks assigned by area
sub-centres and the Surface-based Data Centre.
(e)

Generate report of results and provide feedback to
da ta producers

7·

~~~~!_!!:~_~E~~~:~~~~~_~~~_~~~~!~!_2~~~E~!~~_~l~!~~
Data Centre: Sweden
(a)

Collect data tapes from the satellite producers and
the Specialized Oceanographic Data Centre (D.S.A.).

(b)

Produce "complete" space-based and special observing
system data ta-e(s) in international tape exchange
formats and deliver ta-e(s) to the Level II-b
Surface-based Data Centre.

(c)

Receive data set from the Level II-b Surface-based
Data Centre and merge it with its own set. 1)

(d)

Evaluate data set:

2

)

Summarize the reception of data sets compared
to what is stated in the data management plan.
Also summarize the delivery times;
Summarize the readability of the different
data tapes;
Summarize the consistency of data formats of
the received data sets;
1)

For contingency purposes area sub-centre tapes will be collected
and, if necessary, these tapes will be merged into a surface-based
data set.

2)

For evaluation, assistance of a number of experts will be needed.
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Produce global observation distribution maps
from the received data sets.

Compare these

distribution maps with what is stated in the
data management plan.

Also compare these

distribution maps with distribution maps produced
from data sets taken from the GTS (RTH-Sweden will
receive global data sets during the FGGE).
Compare the exact match between a number of reports,
of various types, with the corresponding report
received over the GTS.

Examine the reasons for

any deviations.
Summarize the results of the "limited" quality
control, e.g. The percentage of surface reports
containing any type of internal inconsistency or
the percentage of upper-air report containing any
vertical inconsistency;
Compare quality control flags stored in the data
sets by data producers and area sub-centres.
Plot all the observed data on maps for certain areas,
levels and time periods.

Compare with operational

maps;
Produce numerical analyses for at least a two-day
period with "acceptable" data coverage.
istics of the analysis system

Character-

- 3-dimensional
optimum interpolation
of the forecast
errors;
- A filtered forecast
model is used for
the time interpolation;
- Two analysis areas:
Northern hemisphere
north of 20 0 N and
Southern hemisphere
0

south of 20 S.
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- 300 km grid-distance at
0

0

60 N (60 S);

- 5 levels (15 levels are
possible) .
Evaluate the result of space consistency check
inherent in the analysis system;
Compare analysed maps with operational analysis
maps and manual analyses.
(e)

Generate report of results and provide feedback to
data producers and the FGGE panel.

C.

Suggested Time Schedule for JW1e - July 1978 Test
(a) Observations for synoptic block times 00 GMT 30 June1800 GMT 19 July;
(b) Area sub-centres and Specialized Oceanographic Data Centre
~.S.A.)

complete data collection and processing, mail data

to the respective Level II-b data centres by 1 October and
notify by telex of dispatch of tapes;
(c) Mobile ship data centre complete data collection and
processing and mail data to the Level II-b Surface-based
Data Centre by 1 October.
(d) Satellite producers complete data processing and mail
data to the Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing
System Data Centre by 15 September;
(e) Tropical Wind Observing Ship Data Centre (NAVAID) complete
data collection and processing and mail data to Level II-b
Space-based and Special Observing System Data Centre by
15 September.
(f) Data tapes are expected to arrive at Level II-b data
centres by 15 October, at the latest.
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(g)

8

Level II-b data centres produce data sub-sets and
mail them to each other by 22 October.

(h)

The tapes are expected to arrive at each Level II-b
centre by 1 November.

(i)

Experts arrive at the Level II-b Space-based and
Special Observing System Data Centre by 6 November.

(j)

Conduct test and evaluation; document results by
15 November.

(ll:)

Provide report to the Working Group of FGGE Data
Management and the FGGE Panel by 20 November.

APPENDIX G

PLAN FOR END-TO-END TESTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FGGE SOPs

A.

General concepts
1.

Use five full days of Level 11

data~

processing of these data

will be over and above normal FGGE Level II-b operations.
2.

Data producers use international exchange tape formats
for recording data on tape.

3.

Data producers make special arrangements for delivery of
data tapes to the respective centres.

4.

The Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing System
Data Centre agrees to produce Level 11 tests data sets
and deliver them to the EC~WIF Level III-b data producer.

5.

Experts arrive at the

EC~nVF

Level III-b data producer to

participate in evaluation of the Level 11 and Level III
data quality (optional).

B.

6.

Results provided to the JOC Board for the FGGE and the
FGGE Panel for review.

7.

Results of evaluation disseminated to data producers to
provide feedback.

Suggested participants *)
1.

Centres
(a)

provid~ng

surface-based data: Sweden, U.S.A.

The above countries collect and check all of the
following types of data available via the GTS.
(i)

Land-surface and

~pper-air

reports from its

area of responsibility;
(ii) Ship and aircraft reports;
*)

It is understood that any centre within the FGGE Data Management Scheme
may assist in the preparation and evaluation of the results of the end-ta-end
tests.
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(iii)
(b)

TWOS reports (as available).

The D.S.A. will make special arrangements
to hand-carry data tape(s) and documentation
to Sweden;

(c)

NOTE
No delayed collection and merging will be done
because of the associated time delays.

2.

Operational satellite producers: D.S.A., ESA
(a)

(b)

Level 11 data to be produced:

(i)

D.S.A.

(ii)

ESA

- winds, soundings, sea-surface
temneratures, sounding radiances;
winds~

sea-surface temperatures.

Producers obtain raw satellite data and generate
Level 11 parameters;

(c)

Producers generate data tapes in international
tape exchange formats;

(d)

Producers make special arrangements to hand-carry
data tapes and documentation to Level 11-b
Space-based and Special Observing System Data
Centre, to expedite and ensure delivery.

3.

Aircraft Dropwindsonde Data Centre:
(a)

D.S.A.

Make special arrangements to fly 3-5 days of raw
data tapes (produced on board the aircraft)

fro~

at least one staging base to the data centre;
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Cb)

Process raw data tapes at the data centre,
and generate Level II parameters;

Cc)

Produce data tape in international tape
exchanr,e format;-

Cd)

Hake special arrangements to hand-carry data
tape and documentation to Level II-b Space-based
and Special Observing System Data Centre, to
expedite and ensure delivery.

4.

Drifting Buoy Data Centre:
Ca)

France

Obtain all available raw data via the special
D.S.A. - France telecommunications arrangement;

Cb)

Generate Level II parameters from raw data;

Cc)

Produce data tape in international tape exchange
format;

- Cd)

Make special arrangements to hand-carry data
tape and documentation to the Level II-b Spacebased and Special Observing System Data Centre,
to expedite and ensure delivery.

5.

Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing System
Data Centre:

Sweden

Ca)

Collect data tapes delivered by special courriers from
the centres identified in sections 1, 2, 3, and 4;

Cb)

Produce "complete" Level II data tapeCs) in
international tape exchange formats;

Cc)

Evaluate Level II data set, generate report on
results and provide feedback to data producers
and FGGE Panel;
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(d)

6.

C.

Deliver the Level II space-based and special
observing system data set to the Level III-b
data producer (ECMWF).

The ECMWF Level II I-b producer*
(a)

Generate Level III-b data set, and evaluate the
Level II and III data sets;

(b)

Generate report of results of evaluation and
provide feedback to the JOC Board for the FGGE
and the FGGE Panel, and to data producers.

Suggested time schedule
DAY 1 MINUS
7 DAYS

All producers exercise software
to process and check data, to
produce data tapes

DAY 1
DAY 5

-

Collect and process data

DAY 6
DAY 8

-

Produce Level II data tapes (subsets) and documentation

DAY 9 DAY 10
DAY 11
DAY 15

Producers deliver data tapes to
Sweden

-

Sweden combines surface-based
data and space-based and special
observing system data into
Level II test data sets

DAY 16

Deliver Level II test data sets to
Level III-b data producer

DAY 17
DAY 28

Experts arrive at the ECMWF
Level III-b producer to participate
in test and evaluation
Produce Level III test data set
and conduct test and evaluation;
document results

DAY 29 DAY 30

Provide feedback to data producers
Provide report of final results to
Fr~E Panel, and the JOC Board for
the FGGE.
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*)

The participation of

EC~~VF

in this End-ta-end

test is subject to the availability of computer
systems, which are being installed and accepted
during the Autumn of 1978.
In case of unavail-

ability of the systems during the first SOP, the
Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing System
Lata Centre has agreed to carry out, in a limited
fashion, the functions of the Level III-b producer
in the ana-to-end test.
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APPENDIX I
MET EOSAT STATUS REPORT
1 June 1978

(Submitted by the European Space Agency)

1. Spacecraft
METEOSAT-l was successfully launched on November 23, 1977, and
since early December has been on station over the equator and prirne
meridian in a highly stable geostationary orbit, with ample reserves of
hydrazine for station keeping. The spacecraft was commissioned successfully and all subsystems are performing welL The satellite acquire s image s each half an hour in the v.isible spectral regio.n and
infra-red window region, additionally the third spectral channel in the
water-vapour abs,orption band is activated at least once every 3 hours
and more frequently at night. The image s are of high quality and are
relayed from the satellite to Ground Facilities Meteosat (GFM) in

Federal Republic of

Germany~

The data dissemination channels (WEFAX)

plus High Resolution digital transmis sions also work satisfactorily,
and have been in daily operation since early December, relaying
MET EOSAT and also. GOES

:data to many user stations. The data

collection capabilities of METEOSAT have also been demonstrated;
test messages from several data collection platforms including
ASDAR have

been relayed successfully to GFM.

2. Ground Processing
METEOSAT ground processing is carried out at GFM, Darmstadt and
an vital cornponents of the complex ground systeITl have been checked
out and put into operation. The receiving chain has been commis sioned
and over 90% of all METEOSAT images are now stored on High Density
Tape Recorders in the 1..1 ETEOSAT archive. Some 45% of all images
are preprocessed before archiving whilst the remainder are stored in
raw format. The preprocessed images are also recorded on a high
quality VIZIR recorder as negative transparencies 20 CITl square. The
preprocessing software is in operation, but further iInproverner..ts are
planned for implementation during 1978. Data can be retrieved irom
the archive in both digital (computer compatible tapes as high dellsity
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tapes) or photographic formats and the scope of the retrieval facilities
are gradually being increased.

3.

Meteorological,Products

The development of the total ground system in the first six months
of operation has provided a base which the meteorological team can
now utilise for the implementation of the meteorological products.
Efforts are at present concentrated on the development of software
for determination of cloud motion winds, with determination of sea
surface temperatures being given a rather lower priority.

The system

is designed to produce up to three wind vectors and one sea surface
temperature value in each "segment", which is an infra-red window
of size 32 x 32 pixels.

The aim is to process all segments within

50 degrees great circle arc (gca) of the sub-satellite point (ssp).
There are about 3200 segments in this area, giving a horizontal
resolution of about 150 km at the ssp and 250 km at 50 degrees gca.
A first trial of the wind processing schemes during April 1978 confirmed that the cross correlation cloud tracking algorithms worked
extremely well, but demonstrated that further work is necessary on
the problems of height attribution and image location.

Further pro-

gress has been made in both of these areas and a further extended
trial is scheduled for July when a fresh comparison with ground
truth routine production of winds for the midnight image should
commence in August, and further development will take place ready
for a third external comparison in October, when it is envisaged
that production of winds on a twice daily basis will commence.

As far as sea surface temperature s are concerned, first
extended trials are planned for August, but initial results
are not very encouraging for the tropical region in particular.
It might turn out that the initial results will be acceptable only

beyond 30 degrees of latitude, ana this product must be regarded
as much more experimental than the winds.

APPENDIX J
REPORT ON THE STATUS OF THE GMS
(Submitted by Japan)
The geostationary meteorological satel lite (GMS) of Japan was successfully launched
on 14 July 1977 and named "Himawari". A series of mission checks followed unti I the end of
October by the National Space Development Agency (NASDA) of Japan which is responsible for
development, launching, tracki ng, and control I ing of satell ites of Japan.
Early in November 1977, the GMS was handed over to the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA) for operation. JMA carried out tests of the proper links between the GMS and relevant ground faci Iities and of the overall GMS system, whi le maki ng once or twice-a-day observations.
Toward the beginning! of last February, the observations increased in number to 8
times a day, with training repeated on trouble shooting and recovery of the GMS system.
Dissemination of data through the GMS was also begun.
It was on 6 Apri I 1978 that the GMS system was put into regular operation after
al I necessary tests were over. Since then, the GMS system has been in operation satisfactori Iy. Products of the GMS system and data transmission schedule are shown in the
attachment.
During the progress of the GMS mentioned above., there was one problem. As a
result of the mission check an anomaly in the satel I ite dynamics was detected, i.e. a
ti Iting between the satel lite spin axis and the geometric axis which would result in a
slight picture skewing. JMS, in cooperation with NASDA, examined the possibi I ity of rectifying this and finally succeeded in correcting it by a si ight modification of the ground
faci lities at the Meteorological Satel lite Centre of JMA.
Another problem experienced was with the visible sensor system of the VISSR which
is composed of four photo-multiplier tubes each on the main and the redundant I ines of the
system so that any tube broken on either side wi I I be complemented by the tube on the
other. So far we have had a broken tube on .eachside of the lines but the system is
functioning without hitch.
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DATA PRODUCTS OF GEOSTATIONARY METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITE SYSTEM (GMSS) OF JAPAN
May, 1978

1. Primary data (cloud imageries)

Type of dat6.

Full-disc
pictu:!:"es

Region and scale of
i.mageries

Effective picture
size

Spacial resolution at
sub-satellite point

Output time

Data distribution

Full disc imageries
of GMS coverage with
gridding and coast
lines
See 1).

558 x 457

Vis: 2.5 km
IR: 5.0 km

Vis: 0,6 Z
IR: 0,3,6,9,12,16,18,21 Z

To international users through GMS HRFAX transmission

Vis: 0,3,6,(9),(21) Z
IR: 0,3,6,9,12,16,18,21 Z
( ): not available in winter
seasons
For detailed schedule see 6).

To JMA HQ

Vis: 0,3,6 Z
IR: 9,12,16,18,21 Z
For detailed schedule see 6).

To JMA HQ

Dm1

Partially
en1a:!:"ged
full-disc
pictures of
Japan 6.nd
its vicinity
region

15°N to SOoN and
l15°E to l55°E with
gridding and coast
lines (1:7 to 1:11
millions)
See 2)

do

Polar
stereographicprojected
pictures

Corresponds to Asia
Pacific sysnoptic
chart (northern
h~isphere) with
gr.idding and coast
lines (l:ZO millions
at 60° N)
See 3).

do

Vis: 0,6 Z
IR: 0,6,12,18 Z
For detailed schedule see 6).

To JMA HQ

Mercatorprojected
pictures

36°N to 36°S with
gridding and coast lines
(1:20 millions at 22.5°).
Not available when
special observation
is made
see 4).

do

IR: 0,6,12,18 Z
For detailed schedule see 6).

To international users through GMS HRFAX transmission

Sevensectorized
pictures

A full disc pictures

209 x 209
is divided into seven
portions and they are
output in series with
gridding and coast lines
See 5).

Vis: 1.25 km
IR: 5.0 km

Dm1

Vis: 4 km
IR: 6 km

To international users through GMS LRVis: 0,3,6,(9),(21) Z
FAX transmissions
IR: (9),12,16,18,(21) Z
( ): either Vis or IR pictures
will be transmitted.
For detailed schedule see 6).
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2. Secondary products (data derived from cloud image data)

Type of data

Region of interest

Description

O~tput

Neph-analysis
charts

1:20 million stereographic charts
(same as Asia-Pacific synoptic
charts). Region is;
N limit: a line on which elevation
angle to see GMS is 30·
S limit: 5·N
E limit: l70·W)
W limit: 100.E) approx.

Identification of specific cloudS,
cloud-top height, and growth and
movement of cloud. Identification
of sea-ice and fog, comments for
weather forecasters.

4h IBm after observation
ti.me of 0,'6,12 Z and 5h
after that of lB Z.

Region in which elevation angle
to see GMS is greater than approx.
35· (50·N to 50·S at l40·E and 90·
E ~o l70·W at the equator).

One or two wind vector data (three
·is the target) derived from cloud
tracking in a region of 5· in
longitude latitude (ocean region
only) •

Approx. 4h after observation time of 0,12 Z.

3m/s at the subsatellite point.

To JMA HQ and international weather
services through GTS
in a digital form of
FM BB-VI EXT.
See 7).

Mean sea-surface temperature over
10 days and a month of each one
degree in longitude and latitude.

Every 10 days (10 day
mean data).

2·C or better

To JMA HQ and international weather
services through GTS
in a digital form of
FM BB-VI EXT.
See B).

Monthly (monthly mean
data).

do

Wi~d

vector

data

Radiated
sea-furface
temperature

Cloud amount
distribution

do

do

time

Accuracy of data

Data distribution
To domestic and
international users
through JMA's weather
facsimile broadcast
in short wave,
1IJ11H.1I.

Mean cloud amount over 5 days and
Every 5 days and monthly.
a month (35 days in August only)'
in a region of I· in longitude
and latitude (ocean region only).
Cloud amount distribution is
displayed in charts in the form
of equi-distribution amount contour
for total cloud high and low
altitude cloud.

To JMA HQ.
To JMA HQ.
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1) Full-disc picture

3) Polar stereographic-projected picture

2) Partially enlarged picture

4) Mercator-projected picture
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6) GMS facsimile transmission schedule
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II

~,scrvation nnd calculation arc mode twicc ~ day. Onc observation produces 4 to 8
bullctins of data and one bulletin is made of 70 croups (OIIC group corresponds to a
region of 10° x 10°).2,000 c!wrLlctern are contained.in a bul.letin. at maximum.

7) Wind

8) At a time (evcry 10 days) 2.5 bullitins ofdnl:a are transmitted at maximum. One hullitin
contains 270 groups (grid points), so, 7,000 erJd point data are transmitted a time. 2,000
characters are contained in a bulletin at maximum.

v~;ctor data, radiated scasurface timperature data, cloud amount distribution data, cloud-top hei[;ht data, ncpharia:1.ysis charts, space environmC'nt monitor data and ima[;c data catalo[;ue, regularly.

9) The Heteoro] ogical Satellite Center, J1'fA, wi 11. publish wind

Wind vector data and sea-surface temperature data will be recorded in magnetic tapes to
be sent to the Level II-b Space-based and Special Observing System Data Center in Sweden
for the promotion of FGGE.
10) \';hcn G}!S observation products are rcquested from users for the research purpose, such
data will be provided on the cost reimbursnble basis through tllc Japan Weather Association,
a public corporation under the supervision of J1'I1\. Necessary p:coc.cdurcsfor the data
archiving and retrieval arc under study at JMll., and i f potential users have any inquiries,
please contact:
Dr. Yoshiro Sekiguchi, Head of Planning division
Japan Heteoro1ogical Agency
1-3-4 Otcmachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo lOO, Japan

APPENDIX K
STATUS REPORT ON UNITED STATES GEOSTATIONARY
SATELLITES AND THE TIROS-N POLAR ORBITING
SATELLITE SYSTEM
(Submitted by the United States of America)

I.

I ntroducti on

The purpose of this document is to summarize the status of the United States of
America geostationary satel lites and operational polar-orbiting satel I ites which are
expected to be uti I ized during the Operational Year of the FGGE - The Global Weather Experiment. Further detai Is on these satel I ite systems can be found in documents submitted at
previous sessions of the Inter-governmental Panel on the FGGE and in various other national
articles and publ ications.
This document includes: the launch schedules of GOES-C, Tiros-N and NOAA-A, the
major mi lestones associated with the operation of a third GOES over the Indian Ocean, and
a brief summary of the Level I I-b products obtained from the operational United States
sate I lites.
2.

Operations Expected for GOES-West and GOES-East

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel I ite (GOES) system of satel lites
wi I I be providing visual and IR images as part of the United States contribution to the
Global Weather Experiment. The National Environmental Satel I ite Service (NESS) and the
University of Wisconsin's Space Science and Engineering Center (SSEC) wi 11 be providing
processed and qual ity control led cloud-motion vectors from these images.
o
The satel I ite located over the equator at 13S W is designated as GOES-West in
o
this document and is currently GOES-I (launched November 1975). The satel I ite at 7S W is
designated as GOES-East and is currently GOES-2 (launched June 1977). There are two other
United States Geostationary satel I ites currently in orbit. These are older Synchronous
Meteorological Satel lites (SMS). These stand-by satel lites are SMS-I (launched May 1974)
and SMS-2 (launched June 1975). Of these SMS-I (while having certain deficiencies) can
provide images if needed as a replacement.
The United States currently can operate only two of these satel lites at once. In
view of the finite I ifetimes of these geostationary satel I ites, the United States plans to
launch GOES-C (currently scheduled for launch in mid-June 1978). After successful check-out,
o
th i s sate I lite wi I I be referred to as GOES-3 and wi 1·1 be moved to 13S W to become GOES-West
(rep Iaci ng GOES-I).
Cloud-motion vectors derived from images of GOES-Wesf and GOES-East wi I I be provided
three times a day by NESS as part of routine United States operations. The SSEC wi I I provide
mesoscale cloud-motion vectors from these images once a day for the entire Operational Year
of the FGGE, in the tropical band of ISoN to ISoS. A summary of timescr derived winds, area
coverage, and horizontal resolution of both these data sets (which wi I I become a part of the
Level I I-b data) is given in Annex I.
3.

Operations Expected for GOES-Indian Ocean

The European Space Agency (ESA) and the United States have agreed to operate jointly
a U.S. Geostationary satel lite over the Indian Ocean as part of a satel I ite contingency plan
for the Global Experiment. In this document we refer to this satel I ite as GOES-Indian Ocean.
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Assuming successful check-out of GOES-C, the satel I ite which wi I I be moved to
the Indian Ocean area (approximately 60 oE) wi I I be the one which is expected to provide
the best data set for FGGE from among the candidates: GOES-I or SMS-I. This decision wi I I
be made before I August as this is the date the satel lite wi I I be slowly moved to a temporary location of 10 W. After dual ground operation at this location, the satel lite handover
to ESA wi I I occur on I November and the sate I lite wi I I be moved subsequently to its final
destinations-over the Indian Ocean to support the FGGE and the Monsoon Experiment (MONEX).
The satel lite is expected to be "operational" before the FGGE Operational Year.
The data wi II bereceived by an ESA receiving station at Vi Ilafranca, Spain. The
antennae, certain ground equipment and personnel needed for system installation and integration arebejng provided by the United States. ESA is providing ground equipment, personnel
and other support to operate the system 24 hours a day.
The data wi I I be stored on a new video cassette archive system developed by the
SSEC. This is a modified SONY video cassette system which is capable of recording approximately 10 ful I resolution images on a standard cassette. The United States wi 1"1 provide the
Vi I lafranca station with three recorders and two playback systems for redundancy. Also
included with the archive system are two complete ground processing systems which consist
of minicomputers and pertinent peripherals which provide: selected successive images on
standard 1600 bpi tape for later cloud-vector processing, selected sectors of images every
1.5 hours for landmark identification, IR calibration tapes once a week, and visual quality
control through manually determined television output.
Annex I).

The SSEC WI I I provide several delayed wind sets derived from the images (see
These wi I I be sent to the Leve I II-b Centre in Sweden.

The possible real-time use of these data from the GOES-Indian Ocean wi II be discussed at the Sixth Session of the Inter-governmental Panel for the FGGE.
NOTE:

The following paragraphs were provided 9Y the European Space Agency (ESA) describing the complementary ESA programme for GOES-Indian Ocean.

ESA wi I I co-ordinate the work in France (Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique)
and the Federal Republic of Germany, consisting of making a special effort in wind
processing in the inter~tropical zone during the Special Observing Periods.
Some stretched images from GOES-Indian Ocean wi I I be disseminated from Vi Ilafranca,
in particular the ones corresponding to 0.430, 10.30, 16.30 and 22.30 GMT. These images
converted into wefax standard wi I I be re-disseminated from France (Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales) via the Meteosat spacecraft.
4.

TIROS-N System Information

NOAA-5, a second-generation polar-orbiting sate I I ite of the ITOS series, is
currently providing data for FGGE during the Bui Id-up Year. Before the beginning of the
Operational Year of the FGGE, the United States plans to begin operating the first two
spacecraft of the TIROS-N series - the third generation polar-orbiting satell ite system.
The first spacecraft in this new series, called TIROS-N, is scheduled for launch
this summmer from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. (Detai Is on the launch schedule
are discussed be Iow. ) The second sate 11 i te of the pa i r is ca I led NOAA-A and wi" be des i gnated as NOAA-6 once in orbit.
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The four primary spacecraft instrument systems are the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS), the Data Collection
System (DCS), and the Space Environment Monitor (SEM).
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer wi I I provide image data for realtime transmission to both Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) and High Resolution Picture
Transmission (HRPT) users, and for storage on the spacecraft tape recorders for later playback. Thus, it wi I I continue, aswel I as improve upon, the present NOAA-5 services related
to stored and direct read-out of radiometric data for day and night cloud mapping, sea
surface temperature mapping and other oceanographic and hydrologic appl ications.
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) system combines data from several
complementary sounding instruments aboard the spacecraft: the High Resolution Infrared
Radiation Sounder (HIRS/2), the Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU), and the Microwave
Sounding Unit (MSU).
The Data Collection System on-board TIROS-N, provided by the Centre National
d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) of France, is known.asthe Argos Data Collection and Platform
Location System. It wi I I provide two new series not currently in NOAA's geostationary
satel I ite (GOES) data collection system: determining the location of free-floating buoy
and bal loon platforms by using an inverse Doppler technique, and acquiring platform data
from any place in the world, but most advantageously in the polar regions beyond radio
reception range of the geostationary satel lites.
The initial TIROS-N spacecraft wi I I be launched into an afternoon orbit with
local equator crossing at 3 p.m. local time. It wi 1I be in a near polar, sun synchronous
orbit at an average altitude of 540.6 mi les (870 ki lometers). The second spacecraft,
NOAA-Awill be at 517.6 miles (833 kilometers) to avoid extended periods of readout conflict,
with equator crossing descending at 7.30 a.m. local time.
Annex I1 lists the FGGE Level II-b data products which are expected from the
TIROS-N seri es.
TIROS-N Launch Schedule

5.

Every effort is being made to have the two-sate I I ite system fully operational
before the beginning of the Operational Year. The spacecraft has successfully completed
sub-systems tests and is expected to be ready for launch before mid-August.
1978.

Based on the current schedule, TIROS-N wi 1I not be launched before I September
The launch of NOAA-A is to take place approximately 10 weeks after TIROS-N.

6.

Impact of TIROS-N Schedule·

A number of potential problems arise for the Southern Hemisphere Drifting Buoy
Programme because of the revised TIROS-N and NOAA-A schedules. Some of these were
addressed by the Third Session of the Committee of Participants for the Drifting Buoy
System for the FGGE, 26 Apri I - 2 May 1978, Melbourne, Australia.
the FGGE.
(i)

These prob Iems wi II be discussed at the Sixth Sess i en of the Inter-governmenta I Pane Ion
The following list highl ights some questions the Panel should consider:
Despite competition with satel I ite test and check-out activities, can provision
be made to al Iowa sufficient time period for buoy end-to-end systems testing
after the TIROS-N launch and before buoys must be stag~ for deployment?
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(i

(i

i)

i i)

Wi I I the
provided
prior to
critical

limited real-time data processing capabi lity for buoy data that can be
by Service Argos during the NOAA-A satel I ite test and check-out period
SOP-I be sufficient to al low buoy pre-deployment testing during this
phase of the drifting buoy programme?

As a further contingency for the conceivable case that NOAA-A satel I ite testing
overlaps with SOP-I, wi I I it be possible to achieve I imited real-time processing
and recovery of al I data during SOP-I so that Level I I-b data tapes can be produced without loss of buoy data?

Officials responsible for TIROS-N operations have initiated action to develop a
contingency plan to answer these and other questions. It is hoped that additional information may be avai lable at the time of the Panel session. The Panel may wish to make
specific recommendations on solving potential confl icts.
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APPENDIX L

STATUS REPORT ON IMPLE~rnNTATION OF THE AIRCP~FT DROPWINDSONDE
AND TROPICAL CONSTk~T-LEVEL BALLOONS SYSTE}lli

(Submitted by the United States)
1.

Introduction
The USA.is responsible for the implementation and operation of the Aircraft
Dropwindsonde System (ADWS) and the Tropical Constant-Level Balloon System
(TCLBS). The purpose of this document is to inform the Panel on th~ status
of implementation of both of these systems. The operations plans for these
systems have been submitted to the WMO/GAO (International Implementation/
Operations Plan, Volume 5, Parts B and C). Details on the deployment, employment and coordination of the platforms can be found in those documents.

2.

Implementation of the ADWS

2~1

Aircraft: All the required aircraft have been firmly committed to the ADWS.
These include two C-135s for operation in the Atlantic area, four C-141s for
operation in the Facific area, and two P-3s and one C-130 for operation in
the Indian Ocean area.

2.2

On-Board Data Systems: All the required on-board data systems have been
fabricated. One has been delivered and tested (see System Tests below) and
the remainder are awaiting final acceptance tests. Delivery is expected
before the end of June.

2.3

Dropwindsondes: The first deliveries of a 7500 sonde procurement were re~eivedin early May.
These sondes were used in the first test of the total
system at Cape Canaveral, Florida on May 22nd (see System Tests below).
Delivery of the remainder of the sondes will be incremental with those required for SOP-I available in December.

2.4 QEerating Locations:

Formal approval from the Government of Brazil has" been
for operations from Recife (Guararapes) Airport. Approvals from
the Government of Mexico for operations from Acapulco (Alvarez International
Airport) and the United Kingdom for operations from Diego Garcia are expected
soon.
obtain~d

2.5

System

~ests:

AriADWS te:t was conducted at Patrick AFB on 22 May •. Nine VIZ sondes were
?ropped; Sl~ were tracked by radar. A preliminary evaluation of the results
18 encouraglng:
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(1)

Operational procedures were tested and require only minor adjustments
to be feasible for field operation.

(2)

All chutes opened as designed.

(3)

The winds looked reasonable and consistent and followed the general
directional trend reported by the radar operators. Final evaluation
however, must await the radar data and NCAR processing to obtain
quantitative results.

(4)

Temperature data, though occasionally a bit noisy, was reasonable, consistent from sonde-to-sonde, and apparently acceptable. Again, final
evaluation must await results of NCAR data processing.

(5)

The pressure data were noisy, however, it is felt that the noise spikes
can be removed when the data is processed.

(6)

The humidity data were suspect. It did not vary as we would expect.
The problem may be either in thesonde, or in the P,T,H preprocessor
time constants. Efforts are being made to locate the problem.
Further testing will be almost continuous in association with the training of airborne system operators between August and December 1978.

2.6

Data ProcessiER:
The USA/NCAR is prepared to act as the Aircraft Dropwindsonde Data Processing
Center. The data processing techniques and associated computer programs are
an outgrowth of those used during GATE. Efforts are now being directed at
automating the procedures required to deal with the uncertainties of wind
derivation using Omega signals on a giobal scale. Several problems remain;
however, we are confident that they will be solved and that dropwindsonde
data will be provided to the Level II-b Data Center according to schedule.

2.7

Safety Precautions in the Operation of the ADWS:
The U.S. will comply with all existing ICAO regulations concerning objects
dropped from aircraft, including notification of the aviation community
through the International NOTAl1 System 30 to 60 days in advance of operations.
In addition, all FGGE Dropwindsonde Flight Plans filed for Air Traffic Services
clearances will indicate that the proposed flight is a dropwindsonde mission.

3.

Implementation of the TCLBS

3.1

Balloon Platform: Over 200 balloons have been fabricated and the remainder
will be delivered by October 1, 1978. All necessary testing of prototype
balloons has been completed.

3.2

Instrument Packages: Prototype instrument packages have been flight tested
and certified for the ARGOS data collection system. Fabrication of all the
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required instrument packages is about .40% complete.
will be completed by October.
3.~

Those required for SOP-I

System Tests: The TCLB system test results from Ascension Island are complete. Four test flights were made. Three of the flights were successful
and yielded test data that allowed various system components to be fl~ght
certified. The fourth flight was a failure and transmitted only .sporadically
during the daylight hours of its launch date. The electronic components of
the failed flight were not flushed with dry gas before launch (this was done
deliberately). It can be inferred that moisture condensation caused the
electronic failure.
Further system tests will be conducted in July and August 1978 when four
balloons will be launched from Canton Island in the·Pacific. Since' the
TIROS-N/ARGOS system will not be available until after August 18, 1978 (see
EC/IPF-VI/Doc.
, Status Report on U.S. Geostationary Satellites and the
TIROS-NPolar Oroiting Satellite System) these tests will use the NIHBUS 6/
R.·<\HS platform locatio.n and data acquisition system.· Plans for an. end-to-end
test in September or October are being developed with the TCLBS instrument
package in a simulated flight level environment at the US/NCAR in Boulder,
Colorado. Test data would be processed by Service ARGOS in France.

3.4 Data. Processing:

Agreements have been reached between the USA and France
concerning data processing.' France will be responsible for processing Level
II-a data and placing it on the GTS, for notifying theFGGE Operations Center
and the U.S. FGGE Coordinating Center of balloon position and for supplying
magnetic tapes that include all calculated positions and telemetry data.
USA/NCAR will be responsible for preparing the Level II-b data from the data
supplied by the Service ARGOS. The TCLB Level II-b data will be submitted
by NCA...R to Sweden in the agreed-upon format on magnetic tape.

3.5 'Safety'Pretautibns irt

~heOper~tibri of'the Ttopi~alCortstant Level'Balloon
The float level for the TCLBS (46,000 feet) has been selected to be
above the maximum altitude for commercial subsonic aircraft (45,000 feet) and
well below the cruising level of supersonic aircraft (above 50,000 feet). A
discussion of the balloon cutdown system follows. In addition, timely notification to the. aviation community through the International NOT~I System
will be made 30 to 60 days in advance of the operation and to local Air Traffic
Service units during the operation.

System~

Cutdown Systems
The cutdoHn systems on TCLBS platforms aTe activated under u,o conditions:
1) when the platform moves north of a magnetic flux density level chosen to
insure that the balloon does not encroach on the heavily traversed airways
of the northern hemisphere, and 2) when the altitude is lower than 46~OOO
feetr ~vo senSors--a pressure element and a magnetic flux density element-will monitor the platform environment and determine when the balloon will
be cut dmm.
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During balloon ascent, the cutdown systems are passive to prevent false
pressure and magnetic cutdown. Upon reaching altitude, the cutdo~vn systems
are armed and each sensor can thereafter independently activate cutdown.
~~e

pressure altitude selected for the activation of the p~essure cutdown
is to be above the altitude at which commercial subsonic aircraft fly, and
allows for variation in the manufacture, drift, and setting of the cutdown
device. Such a selection reduces to a low value the probability of a
TCLBS descending to the pressure altitude used by subsonic commercial aircraft by providing a margin of safety in altitude. The probability of an
encounter between a balloon and an aircraft flying at the same pressure
altitude is already very small, and the above procedure reduces this to
extrzmely low values.
Although the maximum certified altitude at which commercial subsonic aircraft are allowed to operate is FL-450, the air crew is allowed to deviate
by +200 feet. In.addition, aircraft. altimeters are accurate at FL~450 to
abo~t150 feet. The U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research has
performed tests on the TCLBS pressure cutdown aneroid cells in the laboratoryand the results indicate an uncertainty of 2 mb in measuring a reference
pressure of 150 lIlb. This uncertainty is caused by temperature effects on
the aneroid capsule and by inaccuracies in the initial setting of the
reference point •. Two millibars correspond to 285 feet in the altimetry
atmosphere at the levels involved.· .Addition of the ZOO plus 150 plus 285
feet gives a total of approximately 600 feet, which indicates. that a level
of 45,600 feet would provide an adequate margin of safety in separating
the balloon cutdo~Yn level from commercial airspace. To provide an additional
margin of safety, this separation will be increased to 1,000 (FL 460 or
141mb) •
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PROPOSED ASSISTANCE IN SUPPORT OF WAMEX
Additional expendables are required to increase the observational
programme during WAMEX. Stations to be supported and expendables needed are
listed under three separate categories below:
I.

Stations for which expendables are required for 62 additional
upper air observations during period 1 JUly/ 31 August 1979 to
allow for two ascents per day; beyond the second SOP for FGGE
Chad

Ndjamena
Sahr

Central
African
Empire

Bangui

Congo

Ouesso
Pointe Noire

Gabon
Ghana

Libreville
Tamale
Conakry
Abidjan
Man

Guinea
Ivory Coast Liberia
Mali
Mauritania
Niger

11.

Tombouctou
Bamako
Nouadhibou
Niamey
Agades
Tambacounda

Senegal
United
Republic of
Cameroon

Douala
Ngaoundere

Upper Volta -

Ouagadougou

Stations for which expendables are required for 123 additional
upper air observations during period 1 Ma~/ 31 August 1979 to
allow for two ascents per day at station(s) not previously
included for support among the selected stations:
Mali

Ill.

Robertsfield

Tessalit

Stations for which expendables are required for 60 additional
upper air observations to allow for four ascents per day during
intensive periods (approximatively 30 days):
Chad

Ndjamena

Ghana

Tamale
Abidjan

Ivory Coast Mali
IUger
Upper Volta -

Bamako
Niamey
Ouagadougou
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TABLE I
STATUS OF FGGE RESEARCH INVENTORY

Information avai lable in the JPS from the countries and international
institutions regarding FGGE research inventories (as of 25.VI .1978).

Category
No.

Country/lnternational Institution

I

Updated
inventory

2

3

Confirmation No confirmation;
of Stockholm Stockholm inforinformation mation is used

4

Inventory
under pre
paration

I

Argentina

2

Austral ia

3

Austria

4

Canada

x

5

Finland

x

6

France

x

7

FRG

x

8

Hong Kong

x

9

Hungary

5
No
activity
(rep Iy)

x
x
x

x

10

India

11

Japan

12

Netherlands
Anti lies

x

13

Niger

x

14

Norway

15

Qatar

16

Sweden

17

Sw i tzer Iand

18

USSR

19

UK

x

20

USA

x

21

Zaire

x

22

Zambia

x

23

ECMNF

-_._--------.....-.--...... _-

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
1-. _

TABLE 2
A JPS PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION OF FGGE RESEARCH STUDIES (as of 25 .. VI.1978)

~cientific

field of the studies

>

lJ
lJ

rn

z
o

Number of studies organized by types of
their complexity
Type 1*
Type 2*
Type 3*

X

z
-0

I.

11.

i

ANALYSIS AND THE OBSERVING SYSTEM

N

I.

Level 1I I-b Data sets

2

0

0

2.

Observing System Characteristics

7

2

0

3.

Objective Analysis and Initialization

7

3

0

4.

Data Assimi lation

7

3

0

5.

Satel I ite Data Studies

2

2

PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDIES AND STUDIES OF PHYSICAL PROCESSES
I.

Understanding of Physical Processes and Large-scale
Circulation; their Structure and Dynamics

4

14

9

2.

Budget Studies

0

5

2

3.

Parameterization

4

3

I

1I I I. PREDICTION PROBLEMS AND GENERAL CIRCULATION STUDIES
I.

6

3

o

I

Short- and Medium-Range Numerical Models;
Numerical Methods

2.

Verification Methods

2

o

o

j

3.

Regional Forecasting Models and General Circulation
Regional Studies

5

10

5

j

j

Circulation Global Studies
i' - -4.- -General
-----------.;.------------_.3

_. _

_..-

o
4
_--._--_._--_ _.-._-----Continued

TABLE 2
A JPS PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION OF FGGE RESEARCH STUDIES (as of 25.VI .1978)

Scientific field of the studies

Number of studies G.rganized by types of
their complexity
Type 1*

IV.

V.

Type 3*

Type 2*

OCEANOGRAPHY
I.

Large-scale Air-Sea Interaction

I

5

2

2.

Physical Description and Dynamics of the Mixed Layer

0

I

3

PREDICTABILITY STUDIES

3

2

0

SECOND GARP OBJECTIVE

2

9

0

* Type I - Complicated Studies (very developed model and large computer)
Type 2 - Studies requiring simpl ified models and medium sized computer
Type 3 - Studies requiring minimal resources with smal I or no computing needs

~

~

For Category I
Information Only
(See Table I)

of

»LJ
LJ

rn

z:

o

X

z:

'"
-0

VJ

APPENDIX 0
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS DEPLOYMENT BY U.S.A. FOR AUSTRAL SUMMER OF 1978/79
Unit
No.

Location

Lat itude

I.

Byrd

80 S

2.

Dry Va I Ieys

77°52' S

3.

Siple

75 56'S

84 15'W

4.

Marble Poi nt

77°25' S

163°50' E

5.

Mi nna BI uff

78 28'S

167 20'E

6.

White Island

77°51' S

I68 E

7.

Ross Isi and

77°34' S

167°50' E

8.

Byrd Backup

80 S

*

0

*

0

0

0

Longitude

Height

Approx. Date
Deployment

120 W

1370 m

early November 1978

160°40' E

1880 m

last 2 weeks January 1979

0

0

0

0

0

120 W

730 m

11

15 m

11

18 m

11

18 m

11

820 m

11

1370 m

11

To be located in the third side valley of the Beacon Valley facing NW

Unit No. I

at Byrd Station in for the support of the Global Weather Experiment which
begins on I January 1979. It is scheduled to remain there for 5 years

Unit No. 2

in the Dry Valleys is scheduled to remain there for three years

Unite No. 3 at Siple Station is for testing purposes in a heavy, wet snow environment.
It is scheduled to remain there for one year only
Units 4-7
Unit No. 8

in the vicinity of McMurdo for support of operational weather forecasting
by th-e Nava I Support Force Met. Group. The are schedu Ied to rema i n in p Iace
indefinitely
is a backup unit at Byrd Station to ensure that data are gathered at Byrd during
the Global Weather Experiment. It wi I I remain in place for one year only.

GARP PUBLICATIONS SERIES
No. 1 An Introduction to GARP
No. 2 COSPAR Working Group VI Report to JOC-Systems Possibilities for an Early GARP Experiment
(out 'of print)
No. 3 The Planning of the First GARP Global Experiment (out of print)
No. 4 The Planning of GARP Tropical Experiments (out of print)
No. 5 Problems of Atmospheric Radiation in GARP
No. 6 Numerical Experimentation Related to GARP
No. 7 The GARP Programme on Numerical Experimentation
No. 8 Parameterization of Sub-Grid Scale Processes
No. 9 The Basic Data Set Project
No. 10 Methods for the Approximate Solution of Time-Dependent Problems
No. 11 The First GARP Global Experiment - Objectives and Plans
No.12 The Complete Atmospheric Energetics Experiment (CAENEX)
No.13 The Air Mass Transformation Experiment (AMTEX)
No.14 Modelling for the First GARP Global Experiment
No. IS Four-Dimensional Assimilation of Meteorological Observations
No.16 The Physical Basis of Climate and Climate Modelling
No. 17 Numerical Methods Used in Atmospheric Models
No. 18 The Monsoon Experiment (MONEX)
No. 19 The Polar Sub-programme
No.20 Numerical Modelling of the Tropical Atmosphere
No.21 The West African Monsoon Experiment (WAMEX)

GARP SPECIAL REPORTS
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. 15
No. 16
No.17
No. 18
No.19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No.24
No. 25
No. 26
No. 27
No.28
No. 29

Report of Planning Conference on GARP - Brussels, March 1970
Report of Interim Planning Group on GARP Tropical Experiment in the Atlantic - London, July 1970
Report of the First Session of the Tropical Experiment Council- Geneva, February 1971
Report of the First Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, February 1971
Report of the Second Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, December 1971
Report of the Third Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, April 1972 (out of print)
Report of the Second Session of the Tropical Experiment Council- Geneva, September 1972
Report of the Planning Conference on the First GARP Global Experiment - Geneva, September 1972
Report of the Fourth Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, March 1973 (out of print)
Report on Special Observing Systems for the First GARP Global Experiment - Geneva, February 1973
Report of the Fifth Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, December 1973
Report of the Sixth Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, April 1974
Report of the Meeting on Drifting Buoys for the First GARP Global Experiment - Geneva, March 1974
Report of the First Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-Governmental Panel on the First GARP
Global Experiment - Geneva, October 1974
Report of the Seventh Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, February 1975
Report of the Meeting of Experts for the Development of a Data Management Plan for the FGGEWashington, April 1975
Report of the Second Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-Governmental Panel on the First
GARP Global Experiment - Geneva, September 1975
Report of the Inter-Governmental Planning Meeting for the First GARP Global Experiment - Geneva,
February 1976
Report of the Extraordinary Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-Governmental Panel on the
First GARP Global Experiment - Geneva, February 1976
Report of the Eighth Session of the Tropical Experiment Board - Geneva, May 1976
Report of the Planning Meeting for the Monsoon-77 Experiment - Colombo, Sri Lanka, May 1976
Report of the Third Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-Governmental Panel on the First GARP
Global Experiment - Geneva, July 1976
Report of the First Planning Meeting for the West African Monsoon Experiment (WAMEX) - Dakar,
November-December 1976
Report of the Fourth Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-Governmental Panel en the First
GARP Global Experiment - Geneva, February 1977
Report of the Third Planning Meeting for the Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) - New Delhi, FebruaryMarch 1977
Report of the Fifth Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-Governmental Panel on the First GARP
Global Experiment - Geneva, December 1977
Report of the Second Planning Meeting for the West African Monsoon Experiment (WAMEX) and
Report of the Preparatory Meeting of the WAMEX Scientific and Management Regional Committee
(WSMRC) - Geneva, October 1977
Report of the Fourth Planning Meeting for the Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) - Kuala Lumpur,
February 1978
Report of the Sixth Session of WMO Executive Committee Inter-governmental Panel on the First GARP
Global Experiment - Geneva, June 1978

GATE REPORTS
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No.10
No.11
No.12
No.13
No.14
No. 15
No.16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No.20

Experiment Design Proposal for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
Pre-GATE Tests and Studies
The Central Programme for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
The Radiation Sub-programme for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
The Boundary-layer Sub-programme for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
The Synoptic-scale Sub-programme for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
The Convection Sub-programme for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
The Oceanographic Sub-programme for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
International Operations Plan, Parts I, IV, VI, VII, for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
Ship Operations for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment. International Operations Plan, Part 11
Aircraft Plan for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment. International Operations Plan, Part III
Telecommunications for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment. International Operfltions Plan, Part V
The International Data Management Plan for the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
Preliminary Scientific Results (Vols. I and II) of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
Report on the Field Phase of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment - Operations
Report on the Field Phase of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment - Scientific Programme
Report on the Field Phase of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment - Meteorological Atlas
Report on the Field Phase of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment - Aircraft Mission Summary
Report on the Field Phase of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment - Summary of Data Collected
The Final Plan for the GATE Sub-programme Data Centres

By arrangement between ICSU and WMO, these
publications are on sale and copies can be obtained
from the Secretariat of the World Meteorological
Organization, Case postale No. 5, CH-l211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland.

